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TODAY:

Partly
sunny.
High: 60 .
FRIDAY:
Chance of rain.
High: 60. Low: 40.
WEEKEND:
Chance of rain. High: 55.

THE MURRAY STATE

...___ _- - J

October 23, 1997
Vol. 73, No. 9

Source: National Weather Service

Celebrating 70 years as the Student Newspaper of Murray State University
News
More than I ,700 students
attended the Carrot Top
concert on Sunday in Lovett
Auditorium. This is the first
successful show for the UCB
in the last few years.

CoUncil discusses tuition
-cPE: The Council on Postsecondary Education discussed plans
for tuition increases during their
meeting on Monday.
BY C.D. BRADLEY
EOITOR•IN-CHIEf

Seepage

2

OpEd

Kentucky's university administrators
and student leaders alike seem to be in
rare accord over a proposed tuition plan.
The plan would involve a $60 increase
per semester next year and a $50 per
semester increase the following year for

MSU students.
The Council on Postsecondary Education will set tuition for state schools during its Nov. 3 meeting. While universities
set their own fees, tuition is determined
at the state level.
One of the two student representatives
was Todd Earwood, Student Government
Association president and vice-chair of
the Board of Student Body Presidents.
"The Board of Student Body Presidents
decided to have two students go to repre·
sent students throughout the commonwealth,'' Earwood said. "Those two stu-

dents are the chair and vice chair of the
board. I am vice·chair; the chair is the
Northern Kentucky University Student
Body President Chris Saunders. Chris
read a prepared speech from the BSBP.
My role was to a~k questions and give
commentary on the students' opinion on
how tuition is set, not which option to
choose."
Earwood said the statement did not
totally agree with the current system.
"The problem we found was how the
tuition is set, not the actual percentages
that were given to us," he said. "The

statement said the BSBP at this time
asked that we continue the current system for setting tuition for one more year.
We also called for an extensive review of
how tuition is set, specifically asking for
an ad hoc committee with student representation to address this issue."
"If. we depart from a formula, we
depart from certainty," said Kern
Alexander, MSU's president. "We felt
more secure to maintain low tuition by
keeping a formula based on CPI and per
Plea"'C see TUITION/ 17
~

Beth Vickery, a
sophomore
from Marion,
discusses the
problems and
dilemmas faced
by being the designated driver for frie nds at a party.

Seepage

House
race
•
ga1ns
entrant
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Our \Vor/d

•Politics: Buddy Buckingham, a MSU employee,
is running for the General
Assembly seat currently
held by Freed Curd.

Domestic abuse can happen
to anyone in any family.
Learn what domestic violence is and how you can
prevent it from happening to
you.

Seepage

BY )AKE BURGESS •
NEWS EDITOR

6
Seth Dixon/The News
This house on Poplar Street was destroyed In a fi re early Friday morning, leaving one HSU student In critical condition.

College L~/e
Looking for things to do
around Murray to help you
get in the Halloween spirit?
See page o ur preview of
spooky happenings.

Fire injures MSU student
•Fire: A fire Friday morning left a student in critical condition at Vanderbilt Hospital in Nashville.

degree hurns over 31 percent of roommates escaped without
harm. Two of the roommates
his body"
The Murray Fire Department arc Murray State students.
Accc_>rding to a report from
is s till investigating what started the fire. A spokesperson the Murray Fire Department,
from the department declined the fire broke out while the
comment while the investiga- house's occupants were sleeping. They were awakened by
tion continues.
However, Murray Fire Mar- their two dogs. The two dogs,
shal Artie Haneline said that however, did not make it out of
investigators know there were the ftrc.
Haneline said the house was
no smoke detectors or fue
completely destroyed by the
alarms in the house.
Haneline said under Ken· fire.
Anderson was in surgery on
tucky Revised Statues involving fire codes, the house did not Wednesday for a skin graph.
Food Services is taking donaneed smoke detectors and the
local fire marshall cannot tions to help the students
replace the items that they lost
inspect those houses.
Anderson was the only one in the fire.
"We arc toking anything
if\iured in the fire. His three

BY jAKE BURGESS
N EWS EDITOR

Seepage
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Sports
The Murray State volleyball
team defeated the Southeast
Missouri Otahkians 3- 1, giving the Racers their firstever sweep of SEMO.

A Murray State student was
critically burned when his
home on Poplar Street was
destroyed by fire early Friday
morning.
Perry Anderson, a senior
from Tampa, Fla., was transported by helicopter to Vanderbilt Hospital, where he was
listed in critical but stable condition in tbe intensive care
wing of the hospital's burn center. Anderson suffered second
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Daylight Saving
Time ends on
Sunday,
Oct. 26.

•Facilities: Rainey T.
Wells, the founder of Murray State, was honored
with a statue unveiled in
the Quadrangle Saturday.
BY DONALD LAWSON
STAff WRIHit

A statue honoring Rainey T.
Wells, the founder of Murray
State Normal School, was
unveiled in the Quad Saturday
morning.
Wells was responsible for
persuading lh!! Kentucky Gent!ral Assembly to build a college
in Murray.
Sid Easley, Chairman of the
Murray State Board of
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Rainey. T. Wells
statu,e unveiled

Fall Back
Seepage

donated to the victims - from
household items to clothes,"
said Terri Benton, Food Services manager.
She said she has hnd help
from many local businesses to
help the students get back on
their feet. The University
Bookstore has donated replacements for the books that were
lost in the fire. Corn-Austjn has
donated clothes.
Benton said that they want
to get money to help the students get some of the money
they lost due to rent and their
deposit on the house. ·
Any student wanting to
donate to the victims can get
more information at 762-6879
or 762-67 46.

After a long time in the Kentucky House of Representative, Freed Curd, is retiring
and Murray State's Robert
"Buddy" Buckingham is running for the seat.
Buckingham, director of
regional polling and governmental issues for the University, is seeking the Democratic nom1nation for the scat.
"I primarily spent a lot of
time in Frankforl, and I know
the legislative process and
how to help the people in the
area," Buckingham said.
He also said he wns encouraged by many people to run
for the seal.
Buckingham said there is
no one issue that he wilJ be
primarily running strongly
on.
"Issues come and go with
the legislature," he said.
As of now, Buckingham
appears to be unopposed in
his bid for the nomination.
It was thought that Larry
England, a former Calloway
County High School teacher,
was interested in running, but
he has since announced that
he has no plans to run. It was
also thought that Bob Jackson

Don't forget to
set your clock back!
Brandy Quam/Staff

T
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Regents, presided over the ceremony.
Speakers included John
Lovett and Wells l.ovett, both
grandsons of Rainey T. Wells.
Also
present was
Ed
Breathitt Ill, the statue's
sculptor.
The statue is a sculpture of
Wells, in his graduation robe
handing a diploma to Forrest
C. Pogue.
Pogue died in October, 1996.
He had begun teaching at Murray State by the time he was
20, but his teaching career was
interrupted by the draft in
1942. In the army, he began an
assignment as.a military histoPiea..."'C see STATUE/17

Barry John50n/Guest

W ells and john Lovett (I to 1r), grandsons of Rainey W e lls, help
Sid Easley and Kem Alexander unveil the W e lls statue Saturday.

.
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Nature fair for the
environment
Wickliffe Mounds will
host a Natural Environment Fair Saturday and
Sunday from I0 a.m. to 4
p.m.
' Storytelle'r
Dukepoo
Goode, Tim Farmer, host
of KET's Kentucky Airfield
show, and Peggy Barbour
of Wickliffe, an animal
rehabilitator, will be guests
at the event.
Environmental teachers
and stcdents from the
Center for Environmental
Education will lead discussions about geological
information of this region.
This will be the last special
event for this season. For
more information, call
Wickliffe Mounds at (502)
335-3681.
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Racer Touch changes planned
•Racer Touch: Problems
with the system and student advising concerns are
being addressed by administrators.
Bv jOHN K.

MOORE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Several years ago, when the
advanced scheduling process
was streamlined with Racer
Touch, many problems were
eliminated. However, like anything new, naws show up.
One major problem administrators have noticed has been
students having problems taking courses without an adviser's approval. While this may
not create a problem for some,
others have run into serious
trouble.
"Naive mistakes cause problems somewhere along the
line," said Paul Naberezny,

counselor and instructor for
Counseling and Testing. "One
example would be signing up
for a biology course without
taking a lab.''
Other problems exist for students in certain majors where
course work is only offered during specific semesters or in set
cyclic patterns.
"(Students in) areas which
offer various options can really
have problems, if they do not
keep in contact with their
adviser, since some courses
are only offered periodically,"
Naberezny said. "Right now,
students are 100 percent
respom;ible for their scheduling, unless they see an adviser."
To help circumvent problems
related to taking incorrect
courses and help keep a student's courscwork applicable
to graduation. the University
implem('ntt>d the MAP report
approximately five years ago.

"MAP reports arc a useful
tool," said Phil Bryan, dean of
Admissions and Registration.
Naberezny agreed, but said
students should not rely on
them entirely.
"The MAP report outlines
the entire program and coursework for the student," he said.
"Its purpose is to augment the
advising process, not substitute for seeing an adviser."
Concern for the correct
usage of Racer Touch begins
early for many undeclared students.
"So far, scheduling hasn't
been a problem, to my knowledge," said Marcia Vaughan,
acting director or the Center
for Academic Advising. "We
have announced in eight freshmen sections about schedule
changes and have tried to contact as many students as possible for the past two weeks
about the procedures used for
Racer Touch. We also have a

special class period devoted to
advanced scheduling procedures."
Naberezny, who works with
784 advisees, stressed the
need for using faculty advisers
to assist students with scheduling also.
"Dropp\ng courses and
changing schedules can also
create various problems for
students 'w ithout them realizing it," Naberezny said.
"Sometimes when a student
drops a course, he or she can
accidentally drop below fulltime, which will affect financial aid and possibly their
insurance, if their insurance
company offers discounts
based on full-time status and
grade point average."
While the potential for problems exists, not everyone is
satisfied with the current system.
"I would like to see Racer
Touch developed so that a stu-

Policy talks
target safety
of students

T he quest for knowledge

New chair named
' Tony Brannon has been
promoted to the position
of chair for the Department of Agriculture. Brannon had previously served
as interim chair for 18
months, fo.llowing the
retirement
of
Eldon
Heathcott. Brannon has
served as a faculty member at Murray State past
nine years.

•Safety: Skateboarding
may be restricted if a
planned policy by the
Campus Safety Committee
is enacted.
Bv GAIL

"'
'
The Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery hosting of two
exhibitions
featuring
equipme(lt from the sport
of baseball.
Artists were given wood
and a baseball and asked to
create a piece of art. The
two shows offer many
Interpretations on numerous themes. The exhibition will run through Nov.
Danny Voweii/The News

9.

Nation l1ri(;~js

Breast cance r focus
on Murphy Brown
With Candice Bergen's
character as Murphy
Brown being diagnosed
with breast cancer, the
makers
of
"Murphy
Brown" are giving breast
cancer patients an emotional outlet. The show is
providing a hotline number
at the end of each episode
.for patients to call with
'questions or just for
I
•someone to talk to. The
:American Cancer Society
:has also produced a pam;phlet on breast cancer
;with a picture of Candice
!Bergen on the cover.

!Briefs compiled by Lori Burl-

KOLLHOFF

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

" Bats and Balls"
and " Baseballs"

Many of the baseballs
have been donated to the
"Great Annual Art Auction." The auction is a fund
raising event sponsored by
the department of art.
;rhe money will support
scholarships and visiting
artists. The auction will be
held on Nov. 14. For more
information and hours call
the gallery at (502) 7623052.

dent has to seen an adviser
before entering a schedule into
the system," Vaughan said.
"Seeing advisers and having
schedules approved is important."
With long lines and a seemingly endless paper trail taken
out of the old system, Racer
Touch does not have the endless wait for scheduling,
except for busy signals. There
has been some discussion on
how to improve Racer Touch.
"In the future, students will
have to see advisers before
scheduling," Bryan said.
"After seeing an adviser, the
adviser must release a hold on
that student's schedule before
he or she can continue registering."
No timetable is definite on
when the system update will
take effect; however, fewer·
problems for students are
expected when it is implemented.

Kim Webb, freshman from Paris, Tenn., passes time between classes on Wednesday morning by studying for her history 151 class inside the Waterfield Library. Wednesday's cooler temperatures forced students indoors.

Students and faculty may soon
see a large decline in the number
of people using bicycles, skateboards and in-line skates for
recreation on campus.
The Campus Safety Committee,
chaired by Don Robe-:tson, vice
president of student affairs, is currently trying to put together a policy that will either prohibit or
restrict the recreational use of
these items. The policy will also
place some restrictions on their
transportational uses in certain
areas that are generally crowded
with pedestrians.
Robertson said concerns arose
last year, "with the rising popular·
ity of the skateboards and the
skating around campus." He
explained that the problem with
these devices arose not with their
general use, but with people using
them to perform tricks and stunts.
He noted that one ofthe Univer·
sity's concerns is that many of the

N·e ar capacity crowd laughs at Carrot TOp
•Concert: High attendance including those with compli- attendance. She said this mercia! success over the past ter is completed.
David Grisham, sophomore
mentary tickets, attended the year's Carrot Top concert few years.
helps SGA concert pudget.
.Bv jASON KEMP
STAFF WRITER

Exceptional attendance and
ticket sales for the Carrot Top
concert held last Sunday in
Lovett AuditoriuiR helped
make the event successful in
comparison to events sponsored by SGA in the past.
Jeanie Morgan, SGA set.Tetary/coordinator, said that
approximately 1,650 tickets
were sold and 1,700 people,

concert in Lovett Auditorium
which seats close to 2,000 people.
"The concert went really
well, and I'm glad so many
students showed up to see it,"
Morgan said. "It's gratifying to
see that we were able to help
students have a good time by
bringing Carrot Top to Murray
State."
She said Sunday evening's
concert was the third that Carrot Top has done at Murray
State, ·and Lhat the last time
he was here in 1992, approximately 800 students were in

topped the ticket sales of past
events such as Gin Blossoms
and Dishwalla, and even some
country music concerts that
SGA has sponsored.
Morgan said that the process
of bringing Carrot Top to Murray State was lengthy, but
worth the work.
·
"We have been working on it
for so long, but we were happy
to see the turnout that it had,"
she said.
Morgan said the increase in
attendance for the past three
Carrot Top concerts is attri buted to the comedian's com-

"I remember in 1992, he had
came in a van with two
trunks," she said. "And he
came this time with a semi
that was absolutely packed,
and in a tour bus. In 1992, it
was just him and the driver of
the van, that's how much he's
grown."
Morgan also said that
although the revenue from the
ticket sales may have not
reached their $16,000 budget
for the concert, they are
expecting more successful
events in the future once the
Regional Special Events Cen-

from Louisville, attended the
concert and praised SGA for
bringing it to MSU.
"It was definitely worth the .
money because I paid $20 to
see him in Louisville two years
ago," Grisham said. "It was
really funny, I'd do it again."
Another student who attended the concert, Tammy Adams,
a junior from Morganfield,
said she enjoyed the concert.
"I really liked it, and it was
definite college material,"
Adams said. ''Anybody who is
in college could relate to it. I
hope he keeps coming back."

NPC sUggests alcohol ban for fraternities
•Policy: National Panhellenic Conference is
recommending fraternities ban alcohol from
their houses.
BV BRIAN HENSON
STAff WRIT£1

This past weekend, the National Panhellenic Confer·
ence met in Norfolk, Va. The NPC, tho umbrella organization for 26 national sororities, came up with at )east one
new proposal that could polentially have an enormous
impact on college campuses across the United SLates and
Canada.
At their annual meeting, the NPC, strongly s~ested

'ing Staff Writer
0

that fraternities ban alcoholic beverages from their residences, following suit with their sorority counterparts.
The NPC sites the presence of alcohol on college campuses
as a major reason for a list of problems.
"The conduct, scholastic performance, health and welfare of students are being adversely affected by the alcohol-dominated culture of many college campuses," an NPC
spokesperson said.
Statistics would seem to agree with this statement as
well. A study by the Center on Addiction and Substance
Abu!'e at Columbia University found that alcohol plays a
part in 40 percent of all academic problems and 28 percent
of dropouts.
"We have long banned alcoholic beverages from our campus residences, but. our responsibility extends beyond our
houses,~ the spokesperson said. "Our resolution supports

the efforts of several national men's undergraduate fraternities to ban alcohol from their residences and to refocus
fraternity life on education and good values."
Some of the fraternities mentioned as having banned
alcohol from their houses or having taken steps to do so
are Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Nu and Phi Gamma Delta.
The NPC resolution also commends FarmHouse Fraternity for "having always operated its houses as substancefree facilities."
The NPC's member groups, who represent more than
300,000 undergraduate women across the United States
and Canada, "strongly encourage their collegiate chapters
to co· host non-alcoholic events with men's fraternity chapters that have implemented the policy of substance-free
fraternity housing."
As of press time, it is unknown what the reaction will be

I !IlL_$
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University targets Nashville
increase.
Paul Radke, director of
"Our team is starting to school relations, said, "With
meet more often and plan the help of an area representamore programs that focus on tive, we hope to recruit more
recruitment and retention. students from the metropoliOne of our first efforts was to tan area of Tennessee."
Moddelmog stays busy by
gain an area representative,"
said Phil Bryan, dean of representing Murray State at
admissions.
college fairs hosted by TenLORI BURLING
nessee high schools. She also
Mallory
Moddelmog,
an
STAFF WRITER
admissions counselor, recently holds receptions and informarelocated to Nashville. She is tive meetings for interested
For the past three years, the first area representative students and parents.
enrollment has climbed. Last for Murray State. An admis·
Moddelmog works out of her
year's enrollment for incoming sions counselor aids in recruit- home, which makes her readifreshmen was approximately ing and providing information ly available for any questions
1,450, and the number of to perspective s tudents.
from perspective students.
incoming freshmen for the fall
Now that Moddelmog has
Another improvement the
of 1998 is already at 1,300.
relocated, she continues her team is working on is a comThe recruitment and enroll· duties as an admissions coun· puter program called EMAS,
ment team has been a major selor, but she administers to Enrollment
Management
contributor to the enrollment the Tennessee area.
Action System. This is a data-

•Recruitment: Murray
State has hired someone
to live in Nashville to
recruit high school students in the surrounding
areas.

base that helps the admissions offices keep in contact
with perspective students.
The program personalizes the
information given to each student.
"We hope to become more
personable with the students,
but at the same time adhere to
the students' interests and
needs," Radke said.
The team is also beginning
to focus on retention. Retention works hand in hand with
recruiting students stay at
Murray State for entire college career.
Bryan, said, "Our recruiting
program makes it easy for us
to get students to Murray, but
our focus is on keeping them
here."

Reward offered for fire alarms
•Fire Alanns: Residential College
Association has offered a reward to
turn in students who report false fire
alarms.
BY j ASON KEMP
STAff WRITER

University officials approved a proposal this week for the implementation of a
program that would give a $100 reward
to anyone whose tip on a false fire alarm
leads to an arrest.
Jason Sykes, president of the Residential College Association, said the program will be sponsored by RCA. He
believes this reward program is a much
needed step.
"Ever since the semester started, there
have been a rash of false fire alarms,"
Sykes said. "We think that something
needs to be done and this is a way to do
it."
Sykes said a student 'vith a tip on
someone he believes has se t off a false
fire alarm can give that person's name to
RCA. RCA then notifies the Public Safe-

ty office and the case is jointly investigated by Public Safety and the Murray
State Police.
Sykes said RCA wi1J be responsible for
putting the reward money up front, and
when a person is found guilty of the
crime, they will receive a $100 fine
which will be added to their semester
bill. HCA will then be reimbursed by the
University after the student is awarded
the $100.
The Kentucky Revised Statue states
that reporting a false fire is a Class A
misdemeanor. It also states that an individual commits the misdemeanor when
he knowingly releases information about
an alarm that he knows as false to any
organization that deals with emergencies involving danger to life or property.
Joe Green, director of Public Safety,
said that if an individual is injured upon
exiting the building during a false fire
alarm, the perpetrator could be charged
wtth a felony and a $100 fine.
Pat Scott, Murray fire chief, said the
fire department has been involved in
some of the fire alarm investigations,
but bccau~:;e there have been so many
false alarms, they have to adhere to pro-

cedure.
"There are so many false alarms that
are being pulled so they have to send
security first to check for smoke," Scott
said. "Fun is fun, but when you can
cause somebody harm by doing something, it's not fun anymore. You're
putting our people and the students in
danger and that's not a good situation."
Scott also said the Murray Fire
Departm en t is allowed to respond right
away to fire alarms at t he academic
buildings
To update the fire safety equipment in
older campus buildings, university officials replaced equipment, starting with
the residential colleges earlier this year.
Smoke detectors were installed in each
room of the four low-rise residential college
buildings-Springer-Franklin,
Clark and Richmond.
Larry Anderson, assistant director of
environmental safety and health, said
new alarm systems will be installed in
the nine academic buildings in January.
He said panels will be wired into each
alarm so that as one alarm sounds, it
will trigger all alarms in the same building.

PoliceBeat
October 16
4:01 a.m. Two rocking chairs were stolen from the Curris Center and later
recovered at Hester College.
8:05a.m. Fire alarm was reported to be sounding at Pogue Ubrary. No fire
was found. The alarm had malfunctioned.
8:10a.m. Chad Robey reported his bike was stolen and later recovered ·.
on campus.
9:56 a.m. John Scott reported his bike stolen from the rack in front of
Franklin College. The bike was a black Gt 21 speed.
2;24 p.m. Krista Zlnschlag reported the theft of her vehicle license plate.
8:07 p.m. Auto accident was reported at 15th street near the mall area. No
Injuries were reported.
9:1 4p.m. First floor smoke detector was activated in Franklin College. No
•
•
fire was found.
9:42 p.m. Adnan M. Hunaldi was arrested by Murray Police for driving on
a suspended license, possession of suspended license and disregarding
a stop sign. He was lodged in Calloway County Detention Center.
October 17
•
,
4:37 a.m. Ambulance was requested at Hester College. Person was hav· •
ing problem breathing and was transported to Murray Calloway Hospital. ,
5:21 a.m. Med-0-Vac was arriving at Stewart Stadium to transport a stu·
dent who was burned. He was transported to Vanderbilt Hospital in
Nashville.
6:36 a.m. Student was transported to Murray Hospital at 4:37 a.m.
Brought back to campus by Public Safety.
1 :46 p.m. Travis Mongold reported that his vehicle had been broken into.
Sound equipment was stolen.
3:05 p.m. Calloway County High School student was cited for loi1ering at
the Expo Center. The Expo area is restricted from Calloway students due
to loitering, fighting, etc.
6:41 p.m. Fire alarm was sounded from the second floor pull station at
Waterfield Library. No fire was found.
October 18
10:17 a.m. Fire alarm malfunction was reported at the Expo Center.
5:48 p.m. Complaint of skate boarders was reported at Waterfield Library
area.
October 20
12:22 p.m. Auto accident was reported near Sparks Hall. No injuries were
reported.
3:02 p.m. Larnie Gavin reported the theft of a camcorder from his room in
Clark College.
5:31 p.m. Resident in Franklin College set off the smoke detector from
cooking on the first floor.
7:18p.m . A fight occurring between Hester College and Winslow Cafeteria was reported.
October 21
1:36 a.m. Vehicle was reported off road In the driveway ditch behind·
Springer College. Minor damage was reported to the culvert. The vehicle
was towed.
7:07 a.m. Auto accident was reported in the Facility Management compound. No injuries were reported.
12:32 p.m. Auto accident was reported on 16th and Olive street. No
Injuries were reported.
8:48 p.m. The fourth floor pull station in Elizabeth College was activated.
No fire was found.
Racer Escorts - 16

Motorist Alslst..a

Information for Pollee Beat gathered and compiled by Jake Bur~.,news"
editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.

HEAVEN'S GATES &

Informational Meet ing

Thursday, Nov. 6
Freed curd Auditorium
9 p.m . ·
For more information
call:
Kathy Hillyard

...

~

~:

or
Lori Rowlett
at the
school Relations Office
762·2896
Interviews will be Nov. t 7, 18 & t 9
*Students must have completed 24 credit hours
to apply.
*Must have 2.75 cumulative G.P.A.

HELL•s FLAMES
"A IIIAMAlllBJ U lH PIBINJATII YIIJU IIVBIIIE."
PlAYED BEFORE CAPAim CRI'IDS•S. MD UIIIIM BftCTS
OCT. 28 • 29
7P.M.MGHRY

Murray Stqte ilniversii9
rums Center
Nursery and Children's Ministry Provided

If you cannot attend, applications may be picked up in the School

For more information call

Relations Office, First Floor, Sparks Hall.

753-6695

ViewPoint
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Human touch lacking in system

Q•

What acts would you

like to see the SGA bring to

campus.?
Name: Jessica
Miller

Major: Music
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Paducah

"More contemporay Christian
artists such as Rebacca Saint
james need to be brought to
campus."

Racer Touch has revolutionized
the registration process at Murray
State, but the ease of the system
means trouble for many students.
The beauty of registering by phone
is its simplicity. However, the ease of
Racer Touch is eliminating one vital
step in picking classes - meeting
with an adviser.
Many students are scheduling
classes, dropping and adding and
withdrawing without ever consulting
with their advisers.
MAP reports are helping students
organize their course load, but they
are only snapshots of what students'

Students are either taking classes an adviser can help eliminate these .
they do not need or classes they last minute dilemmas.
have not fulfilled the prerequisites
Racer Touch is a wonderful way to
Issue:
for. Without consulting an adviser, eliminate paperwork and long lines
By eliminating the paperwork, Racer students can now opt to take all at registration. However, many stuTouch is allowing students to bypass their 300 level courses before.fulfill- dents need the hands-on guidance
conferencing with an adviser.
ing general education requirements. provided by an adviser.
Position:
Specific advisers are assigned
Advisers could explain to students
the reasons for taking classes in a because of their familiarity with the
Students need to meet with an
particular order and that many requirements of the University and
adviser to ensure proper course
classes are designed to build upon ' department, which need to be fulselection and progress.
filled to graduate. Students should
one another.
need.
Problems may also arise when take advantage of this expertise
By skipping advisers completely,
applying for graduation. Students before finding out they may have to
students can find themselves in a
may discover they have not fulfilled spend an extra semester taking one
bind somewhere down the road. all of the requirements. Meeting with overlooked course.
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Major:
Undeclared
Year: Sophomore

Hometown:
Murray
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,.More big
name Christian groups, or just
Christian groups."
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Name: Leslie
Williams
,-.ajor: Philosophy
:Year: Sophomore
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Hometown:
' Fulton

"I'd like to see
Phish come to
Hurray, because I know Kiss
won't come."

Name: Vincent
Rose

Major: Pre-med
Year: Junior
Hometown: New
Albany, Ind.

"I would like to
see more comedians because there are no
comedy clubs."

Name: Deirdre
Mims

Major: Radio/TV
Year: Freshman
Hometown:

Statue lacking authenticity
On Oct. 18, Murray State University's
Board of Regents unveiled the statue
honoring Murray State founder Rainey
Issue:
T. Wells.
Wells founded the Normal school in $90,000 was spent on a statue that is
1922, and he served as president from not historically correct.
1926 to1932.
Position:
The statue is an incredible tribute to a
The statue will be a lasting monugreat man.
ment in the quadrangle. It should be
It is also a very expensive tribute to
historically correct, for the reference
one man.
of future generations.
But, that is because it was not erected
in remembrance of just one man. If one college in 1922.
examines the statue closely, they will
Upon close examination of the statue,
find two other names forever engraved one would notice that in the hands of our
upon the statue.
founder, Rainey T. Wells, there is a
Neither of these two men were helping diploma signed by Kern Alexander, curto establish the Normal School in 1922. rent president of Murray State, and Sid
As a matter of fact they were not even in Easley, current chairman of the Board of

Our\lieto

Regents.
The two names were placed on the
diploma by the artist, Ed T . Breathitt
III, in honor of Alexander and Easley.
The idea is noble, and the sculpture is
fantastic. But, what happens 20 years
down the road when no one remembers
who these men were.
University money was not spent erectfog the statue, but the monument cost
contributors between $80,000 and
$90,000. The cost of this tribute could
have made a nice contribution to residential college renovations or to update
some of the computer labs on campus.
The purpose of the statue is to honor
University founder, Rainey T. Wells. It
seems wrong that the man who founded
our great University cannot stand alone
in the quad.

Decateur, Ala.

"I would go, but
I'm not that
picky. SGA does need to bring ·
in more entertainment
though."
jennifer Sacharnoski/Staff
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Dropping class troublesome
(U-WIRE)--On Tuesday, Thomas
Mullen stood in line for more than half In My Opinion
an hour to drop a class he has never
attended, but had really intended to
THOMAS
some time. While he appeared bedraggled and unaware of the world around MULLEN
him for this 30-minute span of time, a
large lunch made the wait bearable.
Sporting a clear head and a notebook,
this is a transcript of his thoughts.
1:24-1:26 p.m. -Very little brain activ1:15 p.m. Notice a large line. Curse to ity.
self, check every other available window
1:26 p.m. - Notice old man in a pink
to see if they're the ones who "drop class- jogging suit. Think to self that there
es." Rejected, return to line.
aren't enough old men in pin~ jogging
1:16 p.m. 'Engage in conversation with suits in the world.
kid in front of me about the frustrating
1:27- 1:29 p.m. - Dream of a life alone
length of the line. Say to kid, "Yeah, but with Lynda Carter from her "SuperI hear Pete Townshend is well worth the woman" days.
wait." Smile while kid doesn't get it. Put
1:30 p.m. -Take step forward.
head down, curse self.
1:31 p.m. - Notice the dome wall lights
1:18 p.m. - Notice woman walking to
look like they're from a Stanley Kubrick
front of line, think that she sure as hell
film. Wish name was Stanley. Wish for
better work in the office.
brick to throw at that kid.
1:19 p.m.- See woman return cussing.
1:32 p.m. - Notice new team picture of
Smile.
Lady
Griz basketball team dressed up in
1:21 p.m. -Think to self about how this
Old
West
garb. 'I'hink to self that Robin
hall looks like a mine shaft.
1:22 p.m. - Hum a few bars of "16 Selvig looks like Bill Bixby from "The
Tons." Stop when same guy in front Apple Dumpling Gang."
1:33-1:37 p.m. · Dream of a life alone
looks back. Dream about kicking guy's
with
Don Knotts.
ass.
1:38 p.m.- Realize that true happiness
1:23 p.m . - Consider asking lady at
desk when I get to the front where I get can only be achieved when one sep'll.rates
my pick and shovel. Think better of it. himself from the expectations and
Decide a good name for a canary is doubts of other9 and lives life independent of all human interaction, with the
"Petey."

exception of carrying on a loving relationship with Don Knotts.
1:39 p.m. - Forget thought completely.
Shudder.
1:40-1:44 p.m. -Look at "Registration
Center" sign until it blurs. Begin forming phrases out of letters in "Registration"
1:45 p.m. - "Ration Regis T"
1:46 p.m.- "Rio isn't great"
1:47 p.m. -"Trent is a giro" Wish the
"o" were an "1"
1:48 p.m. - Come within view of the
desk and mutter, "Land Ho."
1:48-1:50 p.m. - Explain to guy's girlfri~nd that I did not call her a "ho." Call
guy "ho" under breath. Hope he didn't
bear.
1:51 p.m. - Approach desk, get $10
ready to hand over for dropping of class.
1:52 p.m. - Think of things I could have
done with $10. Remember that I didn't
return that movie to "Fantasy Adult
Video."
1:53 p.m . - Greet woman at desk.
notice tray of Pixie Sticks on desk. Take
a cherry Pixie Stick. Remember afternoon of "snorting" entire pack of Pixie
Sticks as a kid. Smile.
1:54 p.m. - Listen as woman at desk
says I don't need to pay her. Decide to
keep movie out one more day.

Thomas Mullen is a staff writer for the
Montan Kaimin at The University of
"\fontana.

Smoking,
a habitual
tradition
There are very few certainties in this world. People are
fickle. The weather is unpredictable, and you never know if
the dog will bite.
But, there are two things
that are unwavering. The first
is the maiL The second is the
bond among smokers.
Postal workers and smokers
have much in common anyway.
The mail carriers are dedicated
people. They are out there in
all kinds of weather; everyday
except for national holidays.
Smokers and postal workers
display the same kind ·of dedication. Any type of weather rain, sleet. snow or hail smokers will stand outside for
a cigarette if they cannot
smoke inside. They would sacrifice a good hair day in a second, if it meant smoking in the
rain. They are that dedicated.
The bond among smokers is
incredible. Anywhere in the
world, I would feel comfortable
approaching another sm~kcr to
either bum a cigarette or to ask
for a light. Then, without hesitation, even if we speak different languages, he will respond.
Smokers have a specific creed,
and in this creed we are obliged to help another smoker in
need of nicotine.
How many times have you
tried to bum a smoke and been
harshly rejected? I would bet
not too many.
How many times have you
needed a light and the smoker
is there, smooth as James
Bond with a match.
Smokers love company; that
is why there are always crowds
of smokers. We don't want new
people to pollute their lungs;
we just want them to share
quality time with us. When
everyone in the group is smoking there is no tension, no feeling guilty. Everyone can laugh
at the horrible coughing and
gaging sounds together.
Some of my best moments
were shared with people while
smoking.
All of my major decisions I
have made in my life (post preteen years) require at least one
serious cigarette.
It's kind of ironic, I fill my
lungs to clear my head.

Jennifer Sachamoski is the
Viewpoint Editor for The Murray State News.
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MTV disappoints next generation
A friend of mine and I were talking about the
ever-so-esteemed MTV, and how something that
used to be so great has now plummeted into a
downward spiral oflameness.
The station that used to be known for its music
videos, no longer shows videos. All day and all
night it is nothing but television shows. Of
course, where would our generation be without
"The Real World" and "Beavis and Butthead,"
however, I believe we are forgetting MTV's original purpose.
When MTV first hit the airwaves, it was nonstop video after video. When I was a kid, I loved
going to my friends' houses to watch MTV
because the videos were so awesome. Now when
I watch MTV, I have to sit through 100 episodes
of Singled Out before they ever play a video.
Once I do see a video, it is usually the latest

In My
Opin io11
BRANDl W ILLIAMS

Spice Girls' single. The videos they show usually
revolve around the Spice Girls. Puff Daddy or
Hanson. You can only watch those people for so
long before you want to shoot your television.
I feel that I am a lover of all music, but I do
prefer alternative over everything else, so I am
extremely disappointed in the downplay of such
a large industry. The only show that does glori-

fy alternative music is "120 Minutes," which
only comes on once a week, very late at night.
Some of us have to work, or go to school, and we
can not stay up all night to watch the only program that plays the music we prefer. An alter~
native video here and there throughout the day
does not make up for the endless air play of
Mariah Carey's new single.
And supposedly there was going to be a separate station, called M2, available that was made
up of just music videos. That station can not get
here fast enough. However, once it does become
available, only certain people with satellites will
be able to pick it up, therefore, I will continue to
be forced to sit through another round of House
of Style. I have every magazine on the market
screaming that I look like crap, why not Cindy
Crawford too.

Also, I detest the personalities on MTV. What
they say to me is, "Hey, I can't get a job ncting,
so I'll just pretend to know what I'm lalking
about." The only personaliLy I do have an·'
inkling of respect for is Matt Pinfield from 120
Minutes. It seems to me that he can actually lell
what good music is. He might not know anymore
than any other personality on MTV, hut at. least
he does not turn his segment into some obscene
fashion show..
The madness has to stop, because all we arc
leaving the generation that follows is another
round of self-esteem crushing paradeR of super
models and music that sucks.

Brandi Williams is a staff writer for The MuiTay
State News.

Sleeping not \ Tt-fl })lb rr. 1f\t[
a valid option Ct\u~'v EL NI~ a\
for students
In My
()fJinion
DENISE HIGGINS

Let me introduce you to a long lost friend. This friend bas
been with you throughout your growing years. It has been a
comfort and a support for you ever since you can remember.
This friend is your bed.
As college students we have long since lost our acquaintance
with our unanimated comrade. We miss it, we long for it, but
who the hell has time for it?!
We work our butts off and what results do we get? Pooh·pooh.
Our mid-term grades are lousy and our parents are breathing
down our neck to push ourselves harder. But how can we do
that? Students keep strange hours as it is. We pull all-nigbters
to finish the 30-page term paper or to study for that test over 30
chapters.
We ha_ve to survive the expenses of college life and so we work
like dogs. When we push ourselves so hard, we lose it. We say
crazy things and we laugh at anything. But do we sleep? No,
because the next paper or test has crept up on us.
We have learned to function without sleep. In place of our
long-lost companion, the bed, we have become best friends with
coffee and, in general, caffeine.
But time marches, or in students' cases, drags on. Classes
continue to demand super hero actions from us, the poor and
tired college population.
We continue to function under these inhumane conditions but
we long for a better day. A day where we were tucked into bed
by our parents and told bed-time stories. A time when we were
happy because we were well-rested.
We continue to long for our friend, but one day we will meet
again. It's called retirement.
Denise Higgins is the Assistant College Life Editor for The Murray State News.
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Women deserve everything
I want it all.
I want a successful career. I want kids
who do the dishes and a husband who
cooks every other night. As I grow closer
to a career and a family life, I sec that
what I thought was right around the corner, is much farther down the road. It
seems like in today's society I can only
have one or the other, not all of it.
If you think that the sexual revolution
has fixed all of our problems, think again.
According to the director of Murray
State's Office of Equal Opportunity,
Annazette Fields, there are more female
students than male students. On this
campus, there are over 100 more male faculty members than female faculty, and the
one person who represents the student
body is, Todd Earwood, a man. This is typical throughout the United States.

part.

due to the responsibilities t.bey hold outside of the workplace. Before we can be
treated with equal work responsibHity, I
think we must first receive an equal work
load at home. If we could alter the perception of what women ~hould do, the door
would open to what we are truly cnpable
of.
It really bothers me that we women
work our butts ofT to get a decent job in
order. to raise children and take ,c are of our•
husbands, but we don't get the recognition
for our abilities or lhe' pay. Whnt would,
this world come to if we all just quit our
jobs? There would still be top executives,
but nobody to get their coffee.

Why is this?
This is because women are employed
fewer hours per week than men, probably

Bekah Reddick is a sophomore agricultural communications mojor from JJn,.dwell.
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In this country men hold more top executive positions by 97%. Even if a woman
in that three percent has a top level job,
statistics show that she still does not
make as much money as her male counter-

'Designated driver' similar to 'babysitter'
People don't like to be sober because
they can't have fun.
I mean, think about it. You take
your friends to a party and you are the
designated driver. You put a Coke in a
bugger, get all dressed up and set out
to have a good evening. But when you
get to the party something is terribly
wrong. All the people that are usually
so fun are acting like a bunch of
drunken idiots.
What the hell.is going on?
Why are your friends acting so stupid?
I mean, they never act like this
when you drink with them. By the
w~y, what in God's name is Larry
doing? Somebody needs to get him off
the dance floor.
Has anybody ever seen that guy
Becky is 'vith? They need to get a
room somewhere.
Never-the-less, you pretend to have
fun and pray that the evening doesn't
last much longer.
By the time 1:30a.m. rolls around,
you are sick and tired of being around
these people and have decided to
round up your friends to take them

..

Right now I would just like to take
the time to tell you (from experience I
might add) that you should never,
()pinion
NEVER leave a drunk person that you
"
are trying to get home, alone at a
'
party. THEY WILL NOT BE THERE
ELIZABETH VICKERY
WHEN YOU GET BACK This is why
people intending to get drunk at a
party always make sure they have a
carload for the DD to drive home. That
way, you must leave someone alone
home. After all, you are the designat- while you go find somebody else. This
ed driver and it is up to you to take gives them a chance for escape. I know
responsibility for making sure every- it all seems impossible that some
one gets home safely.
drunk person could come up with this
scheme
and granted, it is a difficult
Little do you know that one of two
concept
to
grasp, but remember - they
things is about to happen: 1) You
were
sober
once.
came with three people and none of
them are going home. 2} You came
Therefore, you must treat drunk
with three people and all of them are people like small children. Either take
taking somebody home with them.
them by the hand and drag them
You locate the first slobbering drunk around with you while you find your
and inform them that it is time to go. other friends, or drag them to the car
After half an hour of begging and and Jock them in while you search for
pleading by said drunk, you have your other friends.
It is a common mistake, and you will
finally convinced him that it is definitely time to call it a night. You tell leave them alone more than once
them to wait right there while you go before you catch on. But don't worry, it
happens toall of us.
get your other friends .

In My
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It is now 3:30 a.m. and you have
finally round them all up and arc
working on stuffing all three of them
(along with the members of the opposite sex they are taking home) into the
car and still have enough room to
close all the doors.
You get yourself into the car and
close the door but little do you know
that it is not just a car - it is a whole
new world. A world where everyone
must speak in a E:houting voice and
whatever was just said is the funniest
concept ever thought of. And when
they run out of thing13 to talk about,
they sing a slightly altered vertiion of
Margaritauille at no specific tempo
and extremely off key.
By the time you have driven the
first mile, you are already insane. You
are praying that the police do not pull
you over not because you don't want to
go to jail, but because you cannot bear
to spend any more time with these six
people. As a matter of fact, if the
police pulled you over, you probably
wouldn't even stop because you are in
such a burry to get these people home.

Another thing I feel l should mention is to know lhe end destination of
each person in your group before they
become intoxicated. Once the party is
over, they don't car~ where they live
as long as tht• place has a bathroom
and a bed. Actually, a Led i!> not
required. Anything that is solid rmd
will hold two people will suffice.
Just when you nrc thinking that the
night will never end, you htu·c> t.aken
the last couple home nnd arn enroutc
to your own horne. You are CttHsing ull
people who have «.'ver consumed 311
alcoholic beverage since the dnwn of
man and as you nrc unlocking your
door, you arc vowing never to drink in
fear that you may look that igt1tJrant
in public. You throw your keys on the
table, put on your pajamas Rnd Jay l
down on the couch lo watch tclevi sinn.
Suddenly, you jump up off the couch
and go the kitchen screaming "Damn,
I need a drink!"

Elizabeth Vichery is a sophom ore
criminal justice major from Marion.
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Six million women will be
abused by their husbands
.
.
ln any glven year.
Two to four thousand
women are beaten to death
annually.
While these figures are
startling, many women
believe it can't happen to
them. It can, and it can
start in college.
This week, The Murray
State News urges women
and men in abusive relationships to admit, learn
and get help.
Photo illustration by Seth Dixon/ The News

Domestic abuse, violence prevalent in Kentucky
Brown said abusers affiict violence
on members of their family for various
reasons.
MANDY WOLF
AsSOCIATE EDITOI
"Statistics show a great percentage
of people have been in the same situaEvery 30 seconds a woman is a vic- tion," he said. "It is more common for
tim of domestic violence.
family members growing up in that
It can take on any form - physical, kind of situation to repeat it."
mental, verbal - and affects adults,
Theresa Russo, associate professor
children and the elderly.
and head of the Child Development
The National Coalition Against Vio· Center, said families who start the
lence has named October "Domestic cycle of domestic violence have a hard
Violence Awareness Month" to deal time breaking it.
with the rising levels of violence in the
"Once a family is in the cycle, it is
home.
hard to get out," she said. "It starts to
Roscbnell Brown, program director affect self-esteem and the family memat Western Kentucky Mental Health bers have a hard time recognizing
in Paducah, defined domestic violence fault."
as "any kind of violence that takes
According to the Louisville Spouse
place in the home."
Abuse Center, the cycle of violence has
The violence can include threats or three main phases:
name-calling to hitting, punching or
•The first phase is increased tenbeing threatened with a weapon.
sion, anger, blaming and arguing.

By CHRISTINE

HALL

STAFF WRITER AND

The signs of an abuser•••
The waming signs of abuse can be hidden from
plain view, but the warning signs of an abuser can
be much more prominent. Here's what to look for:

•The second phase .involves battering-hitting, slapping, kicking and use
of objects or weapons.
•The third stage is the Calm Stage
where the abuser may deny violence,
apologize and promise never to do it
again.
In her classes, Russo educates parents who have had their children
taken away due to abuse. Said most
parents will abuse their children
because they are unaware of the capabilities of children.
"1 try to educate parents on the reasonable expectations of a child," she
said "They have unrealistic ideas
about what small children are capable
of and become frustra~ed."
Debra Jones, outreach counselor at
the Spouse Abuse Center on Poplar
Street in Murray, said the effects of
abuse are damaging.

Victims services
available locally
STAFF REPORT

• Uses verbal -put downs" in order to damage self·
esteem of spouse/mate: "You're so stupid; no one else
would want you."
• Critical; frequently tries to change the other person.
• Pattern of blaming others for his problems, especially
spouse or mate.
• Claims "There's nothing wrong with mel"
• Poor communication skills.
• Dominates conversation and is a poor listener.
• Extremely jealous andl or possessive.
• A need to keep spouse/ mate isolated in every way
(financially, emotionally and physically).
• Minimizes or denies abuse: "I didn't hit you that hard."
L• • May apologize and promise it won't happen again.
• Doesn't relate to mate as a person, but as a symbol of
a "signHicant other."
• A~ expectations of marriage; wants spquse to fill traditional stereotype of. Mate must conform to definition of
his/her role.
• Great tendency to view wife as mother, which creates
both hostility anq de~ndence
• Negative and derogatory view of other sex in general.
• Selfish sexuaJty. Sex is imposed rather than mutual.
• Little or no sexual satisfaction is achieved by the lessC:t>min~nt spouse.
1 •

Source: Louisville Spouse Abuse Center

Mandy Wolf/Associate Editor

•After hearing abuse for so long, it
affects self-esteem issues a nd how
they feel about themselves,'' she said .
Russo said children who witness the
violence take it in as the "right" way to
handle relationships.
"Children who see their mothers
being abused will often get into dating
and marriage relationships that are
abusive," she said. "They think it is
normal behavior and how people ahow
someone love."
Jones said the abuse could lead to
unhealthy behaviors.
"They develop the ambivalent
love/hate relationship with th e
fathers," she said.
Brown said violence not onlv affects
the family but also relationships out'd th ~ i1
Sl e
e aam y.
.
"The person may be a bully outstdc
the family or the opposite and be

The Women's Center on campus provides counseling for
Murray State's women.
The center. located on the
second floor of Ordway Hall,
has a variety of material,
including information on dating violence, eating disorders,
harassment and health issues
for women.
"Several students come here
to find research material for
papers they are writing," said
Cindy Cothran, graduate assistant.
The center also counsels
women who are in abusive
relationships, especially students.
The telephone number for
the campus center is 762-3140.
Women Aware, Inc., a victim's advocacy program that
covers eight counties in the
Purchase Area, offers not only
safe houses for victims and
their children but also public
education and training services, emergency escape plans
and counseling.
' ,
Victoria Passafiume, case
manager, said the center offers

a safe house in Paducah where
counselors work with both
abuse victims and their children in order to keep them out .
of an abusive relationship.
The program also has two
local offices in Mayfield and in
Murray in the Weaks Community Center.
The telephone number for
the center is 759-2373.
The Murray Women's Clinic
located on S. 8th St., medically
treats some women who have
been abused and refers them to
local counseling centers. There
are several nurse practitioners
and licensed physicians on
staff at the clinic.
The clinic often refers women
in abusive relationships to
local churches and helps them
receive necessary aid such as
food stamps or clothing.
"We're here to listen, to get
them counseling if needed and
to give them support," said
Sherry Freeman, nurse practitioner for the clinic. "Many
times it's just getting them to
admit. there's a problem."
The phone number for the
Murray Women's Clinic is 7539300.

introver ted and ,nfn.ud to r ch ou
and be ussertiVt\ he !:laid.
'
Victoria Passafiume_, case manager
for Women Aware, Inc•• an eighL~coun
ty support center for abuse vtctims,
said citizens should b<' mor<' aware of
h ow pr·evalcnt dumcsLtc abus£' 1s in
America today and even in the Western Kentucky area
"I would say it's of ep1dem1 pt·oportion," she said.
Passafiume strcs Pd the mportance
of becoming proacttve rilthcr than
reactive in dome::;tic abuse <'aRes.
"Som<'whrrc nlong the lint', we have
to ~top tt be tore 1t happen~." Rho said.
"We don't want lhl peopie to come
here after tht)y'vc alrc·ndy b£'f'n hurt.
We want them t.o know the SlbTDS. If
·
t11cy even l h'111k t 1wv r£' m an a bustve
relationship, we want them to call us."
'

The signs of a victim ...
It can be difficult to analyze if you are a v1ctim of
domestic abuse because many victims neutralize
their problems. You, tooJ can find yourself a victim of
a violent relationship if you:

0 Accept displays of jealousy from your boyfriend/
girlfriend.
0 Accept your mate's opinion above your known
because he/she uknows no better."
a Allow your mate to restrict your social life and tell
.you what or what not to wear.
CJ Allow your mate to make decisions for you, like
when you will leave the party or where you will eat.
0 Find yourself participating in sexual activities with
your mate because you're afraid (s)he'll get angry or
leave you if you don't.
a Were abused as a c.hild or saw your .father abuse
your mother.
0 Are constantly put down by your mate.
CJ Have ever wanted to end a relationship but stayed
in it because you were afraid to hurt him/her or was
afraid of retaliation and anger
a Have accepted anti-woman/male JOkes and
remarks:
0 Have been pushed or shoved.
0 Had a lack of communication in your relat onsh1p.
Source: Rape Crisis Center of Paducah
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Reichmuth new interim
director for Development
· •F und Raising: The
Development Center has
named the new interim
director to help raise
.funds for the University.

c

Roge r
Reichmuth:
Interim director of the
Development
Center starts
Monday.

.
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After 20 years of service in
the Department of Music,
Roger Reichmuth is leaving
his position as assistant dean
to the College of Fine Arts to
take over the position as
interim director of the Development Center.
"I really want to focus on a
capital campaign for Murray
State University to help to
celebrate the 75th Anniversary of the institution and
take a leadership role in
that," Reichmuth said.
This position will only be
temporary for Reichmuth,
and he will see in a few years
if he wants to stay with it or
return to the College of Fine
Arts.
"The role · of director of
Development is one of leadership for all the external funds
that come from the Universi-

ty," he said.
These are funds that
include grants, matching
funds, alumni, friends, faculty, corporations and staff funds that the University
does not get from the state,
Reichmuth said.
He also said that one other
possible place to get donations
to the University is by letting
computer or technology companies donate items that are
used by the company and
have been replaced with
newer equipment.
In his role as Music Department chair and assistant
dean for the College of Fine
Arts and Communication,
Reichmuth said he has
learned a great deal about the
way a university raises
money.
"As a department chair I
began to real to get a cool

B Y ) AKE B URGESS

_.

(about budgets), because you
are dealing with budgets all
the time," he said.
Leaving his position is not
necessarily easy, however.
"I do it with a since of fulfillment and joy, because I
have been involved with the
College of Fine and Communication and the Department of
Music since 1970 here at Murray State University," Reichmuth said.
Since Reichmuth has been a
faculty at MSU he has been a
professor, department Chair
and dean of a College.
This semester Reichmuth is
teaching a class in the Music
Department, and will continue to teach the class for the
rest of the semester. He is not
sure if he wilJ be teaching any
classes next semester.
He said that he hoped to
start this new position at the
beginning of next semester,
but with absence needing to
be filled currently he will
have to go the job now.
"I feel that I have accomplished a lot of the goals that
I have, and I feel happy with
that," he said. " I feel that College and the Department are
in great shape."

Fall senior day date set
STAFF REPORT

High school seniors often find themselves
faced with the difficult decision of selecting an
institution in which to gain their college education. Murray State University will provide two
opportunities this fall for seniors to get a taste of
what they could experience as a MSU Racer.
Fall Senior Day is held every year in November to make information available for high
school seniors. To create a more personal atmosphere, atudents and their families can choose to

visit either on Nov. 1 or Nov. 22 for a day of
scheduled activates from 12:30 to $ p.m.. THe
event will begin in the Curris Center with begin
in the Currie Center with browsing session at
11:30 a.m. Campus organizations will have
booths and displays set-up to provide information. Registration begins at noon.
The scheduled speakers are Jim Booth,
provost and vice president of academic affairs,
Paul Radke, director of School Relations, Jan
Kind, associate director of student finical aid
and Carmen Garland, director of the scholarship
office.

Piano Man

Seth Dixon/The News

Seong-seob W ee, from Seoul Korea, shows Necimetin Aclcalin, of Ancara, Turkey. how
t o pass the tim e wit h a little piano.

Residential Advisers make differe
•Resid ntial Colleges: of responsibilities. They are
The Residential Advisors hired based on their applicamake a home away form tion and experience. According
to Hulick, necessary experience
home for students to ease includes customer service and
transition while living in the ability to work with others.
the Colleges
Hulick also stated that RAs
B Y D ONALD lAWSON
STAFF WIITfl

As you walk through the
lobby of your residential college. you pass the desk and
sometimes see a lone person
sitting behind it answering the
phone, sorting mail, or maybe
doing nothing at all . But some
students think that nothing, is
all they do.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing, said that desk workers,
and
residential
advisors(RAs) have a number

are selected based on their
qualifications as well as their
grade point averages. She said
RAs are responsible for being
role models for the students on
their floor, upholding the hous·
ing policies, and for building a
sense of community on the floor
that they live on. They also
work the front desk in their
residential college.
"Trying to build a sense of
community (on the floor)
enhances the college experi·
ence," said Bryce Levanti,
junior from West Frankfort, Ill.
Among RA duties is making

sure housing violations s~ a;:.
noise
complaints
~t.:
addressed. Levanti expllitned
that there is a set procedure for
dealing with such infraction.
He said when someone ~all&
in a noise complaint to the front
desk, they are asked to chealr.i
with the person that is --,-.·.~=--··-·
If this is not possible,
worker calls the
problem persists, the
is contacted and the
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Thanks to the help of.Murray :t~sidents, we will be
giving the food and donations collected to the MurrayCallaway County Needline. They, in tum, will supply its
various agencies with food where it will benefit the most
people. This is a gfeat way to do something very
important.
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Court to hear case on crime records
tistics of all sch ool depart- Student requested documents
ments could keep students outside of those regularly
from gauging actual safety released by the administrarisks on campus, requested tion. The newspaper was
more statistics than the law attempting to compile a data
requires. The Ohio Supreme bank of student crimes for
Court ordered the school to reporting and information
provide the records, but it purposes. The request did not
BY ) ENNIFER FLESCHER
refused
after th e U.S. Depart- ask for names, ages or any
MEOILL NEWS SERVICE
ment
of
Education said the other distinguishing infonnaNORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
statistics were covered under a tion about students involved
separate federal law protect- in the cases.
(U-WIRE> WASHINGTON ing students' privacy.
"There is no central repositoA new petition to the U.S.
The U.S. Supreme Court ry for campus crime informaSupreme Court pits privacy now must decide whether to tion," said Ben Clery, resident
against protection in the case review the Ohio ruling. If it of Security on Campus, Inc., a
of student crime records.
decides to hear the case, the nonprofit student safety advoA 1991 federal law requires result could mean a national cacy group aiding the Miami
college administra~ions to change in the process of Student'~ case. The schools
release a number of campus reporting crime statistics.
"have never collected these
security statistics, but some
In addition. a bill introduced crime statistics," Clery said.
say it may not go far enough .
in the House of RepresentaThe ~<ichool refused to release
The law, called the Disclotives aims to broaden the
sure of Campus Security and
the information requested, citscope of the campus crime staing a 1974 federal law requirCampus Crime Statistics Act,
tistics law, as well as open
ing privacy for student records
requires publicly funded colcampus judiciary hearings to
and educntionnl documents.
leges and universities to disthe public except in the case of
Failure to comply with the
close crime-related campus
rape or sexual assault.
Federal
Educational Right to
policies, programs and statisPrivacy
Act
is punishable by a
tics to the student newspaper
The bill has 59 co-sponsors
complete
withdrawal
of federand prospective students or
from both parties, including
, employees upon request.
a l funds. though t he governfive Pennsylvania congressBut the Miami University of
ment has never exercised that
men and three from WisconOhio student newspaper, fearright.
sin. It is expected to be folded
ing · that
discr epancies
"'t [FERPAl is now a cancer
into the major education reaubetween campus security stathorization package this year. on an infonned and vigilant.
tistics and the combined staIn April 1996, the Miami campus community more than

•Supreme Court: A petition to the US Supreme
Court discusses the issue of
campus crime records and
the access to get them.

it is a reasonable privacy protection for individuals," Clery
said.
In July, the Ohio Supreme
Court ordered the university
to turn over certain disciplinary proceedings to the student newspaper. The ruling
was written specifically to
avoid a conflict with FERPA,
claiming judicial documents,
because of their criminal content, are public, not educational, documents.
"\Ve saw no reason to appeal
at that time," said Richard Little,
Miami
University
spokesman.
But shortly after the ruling,
the Department of Education
asked Miami not to comply
with the court ruling so the
university refused to provide
the records rather than jeopardize its approximately $40
million in federal funding.

"It would serve the university and the public to make
those records public," Little
said. "There is a gross misconception that a lot of these
records cover unreported
crimes."
But Stephanie Kuenn, city
editor of the University ofWis-

consin's Daily Cardinal student paper sees it from another perspective, saying university officials generally arc not
making it easy to get the information . . "I definitely think
that people should know that
this stuff is going on," she said.
Kuenn, a sophomore, says
that despite the generally safe
e nvironment of her campus,
crime statistics often don't
make their way to the general
student body.
·
"We had eight muggings
within six blocks here last
weekend, right on fraternity
row, and I am willing to bet
not half of the students kno¥'
about it," Kuenn said. "People
need to be aware.''
Some officials

fear

that

increased disclosure may deter
students
from
reporting
crimes on campus.
"To open the undergraduate
judicial system would probably discourage people from
wanting to report things," said
.James Schwab, police captain
at Duke University.
Schwab said that the privacy provided to students by the
campus judicial proceedings
allows more freedom to resolve
cases on campus .

But Clery said the privncy is
more n boon to schools than
students because i t is the
school that would be harmed
hy mor(} extensive reporting of
crime statistics.
.·'It's false advertising," said
Ben Clery. ''If [the university.]
misrepresents the magnitude
of crime on campus , I have
been denied infonnation . That.
record helps to establish a
foreseeable crime."Although
university officials say student
security is their top priority,
some do express concern about
the public disclosure uf extensive crime statistics.
"The problem is not, s o much
the infonnation. but how is
that infonnation interpreted,"
said David Salter, director of
public relations at York College of Pennsylvania. The
problem ..vith extending nccess
to judiciary records is that t.he
information llccomes Jess
focused in its representation.
"Each person is goin'g to
interpret the information differently and may cause alarm
where there need not he,"
Salter said. "Strict numbers
don't always tell the whole
story. It could have a negative
impact."
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BREAKFAST SPECIAL
IVIRYDAY- 6 A.M.

1

"2 eggs • Bacon or Sausage
*Hash Browns or Grits
"Biscuits & Gravy

AAX

TIL 11 A.M.

only

$1.'85

7>"n;I. fttlss Ou,.......

NOON
BUFFET
11 a .m. 't il 2 p.m.
"3 meats • Vegtables •salads •
$ 3 • 95
"Homemade Rolls
only

for a great
Lasagna
Dinner!

-#-.~_.%.

University Store

BIG BIG BIG

Bargain Book Sale
Rocking Chair Lounge
Curris Center
Oct. 27 • 3I

SALE HOURS
Monday • Thursday
8 a.m.· S p.m.
Friday
8 a.m.· s p.m.

are
forming
now!
Call or stop
by our school
today.

GRILLED

ANY CHICKEN 'N CURLY

Knowing How to Defend
Yourself Can Be a Real Life Saver

COMBO
Whcte oi&E; but ,Atby'5 could you havo your c hu+co ol
one of 3 dlffn..-ent duci..Qn sunr.h~'' i{.tl ftS Roat l.ed, G N'od

ft tOG f•)r onty S2 49 '
GrM t tepte. Qrob t ~hOK'"" and e greet cJ-1 Out n f; only
lOt e hm<tad l•mQ ao hf.orry In 10 ""V oonoQpMtng Atby'a
w r >Or8 you"IIIOiwnys fond eomethlnu doflorcnt

o • Fr1ed, plua our dcl'' 'nus Curlv

I111 JI Ij~:~l lm
• ~a
- .... -· ... _
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Arby's- Hwy 641 N.

Call Today ~
1413 Olive Blvd. Murray

NO

F'E~A.R!

Unleash Your Pole11tic.l/!

I

1
1
I

-----------Roasted, Grilled, or Fried

Any Chicken 'N Curly
present coupon at time of purchase

Combo

$2.49

rs\
! 'b l

~~

I

I
1

Expires 11/07/97'1

~L------------ .J
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OnG'cnnjJus
Winter schedule
announced
Several facilities at LBL
have announced their winter schedules. The Homeplace-1850 and the
Nature Station will be
closed on Mondays and
Tuesdays starting Nov. I
and will close for the season at 5 p.m. on Nov. 30.
During November, the
facilities will be open from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday and
I 0 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sunday. Canoe and bike
rentals at the Nature Station will end Nov. I.
The Golden Pond Planetarium will close Nov. 26
- 30 and will reopen to
the public on Dec. I.
Energy Lake Campground will close for the
season on Nov. 24. Hillman Ferry and Piney
Campgrounds will close
for the season on Nov.
30. Wranglers Campground, Rushing Creek
and lake access and camping areas are open yearround. For more information about the winter
schedule, call LBL at 9422000.

Volunteers needed
Needline needs volunteers to do data entry
work and help stock food
from the food drive.
Shared Care and the Calloway County Senior Citizen's Center need people
to read, visit and assist
with activities. The American Red Cross needs clerIcal help.
The Family Resource
Center needs help with
Recycling Day on Oct. 25
and with a Halloween
party. The Murray Family
YMCA needs help with
Parent's night, one Friday
a month. If you are interested in helping, call
Davina Davie at 61 17 or
3808.

O pen houses
announce d
Chase College of Law at
Northern Kentucky University is hosting several
open houses for individuals interested in attending
law school. The open
houses offer opportunities
to talk with law facu lty,
administrators and students and to sit in on law
classes. Call (606) 5726476 for more information.

LSAT Preparation
Workshop scheduled
Chase College of Law at
Northern Kentucky University is sponsoring a
one-day LSAT preparation
workshop on Nov.l4
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Registration fee is $35.
Nov. 5 is the deadline for
registration. Call (606)
572-6476 for more information.
Compiled by Denise Higgins,
Assistant College Life Editor
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Clark
College
haunts
for kids

On.the
road ...
Ensemble, choir
to travel this year

By SHELLEY STREET

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS

STAFF WRITER

STAff W RITU

Clark College will turn into
a castle, complete with a
haunted forest and a few
scary surprises, next Thursday.
The Clark College Residential College Council is sponsoring the second annual
Clark Castle on Oct. 30 from 5
to 7 p.m.
The college television lounge
will be turned into a haunted
forest of cardboard trees, with
spooky sound effects piped in
for good measure. The college
will also provide refreshments
and allow trick-or-treating
throughout the building. All
area children are invited to
attend and wear their cos·
tumes, said Rebecca Hefner,
Clark College president.
Misty Morgan, the social
chair of the Clark College
RCC, said advertisements
have been placed in The Murray Ledger and Times, and
flyers have been posted in
area daycares to increase
attendance.
Hefner said approximately
30 people came last year.
The college is once again
holding a room decorating
contest for residents as well.
The winning floor of the college will receive a pizza party.
Mike Tran, sophomore from
Paducah, came up with the
idea of creating a walk·
through haunted house from
his room and his suitemates'
at the same time Clark Castle
is going on. He said unlike the
Haunted Forest, which is to
be fairly tame so as not to
frighten younger visitors, this
small haunted house will be
"for the big kids ." He said this
may very well include college
students who want to stop by.
Tran said he and his friends
created a small haunted
house last year, but this
year's promises to be better.
Tran didn't want to give
away any secrets about the
house, but said a Hart resident, Mark Markey, was providing strobe lights and it
would include some mazes. He
said discretion would be used
with younger visitors, who are
welcome to bring their parents. Candy will be given out
afterwards.
"Parents came along with
little kids last year, but. they
didn't make it all the way," he
said. "You know how small
the rooms are, but they didn't
make it all the way." ·
Last year's haunted house
won a pizza party for the five
guys involved in its creation.
Tran said he's not making any
promises this year, but even
more planning is going into it.
Following the castle, Clark
residents can relax with a
Halloween party of their own.
Residents are asked to come
in costume if possible for
refreshments and horror
movies.

Jason Gossett. sophomore
from Greenville, and Chris
Alldre dge, senio r fro m
Evansville, Ind., both playIng the bells, and Joey
Whittaker (left), junior
from Marshall County,
practice
for
Tue sday
night's Fall Co ncert. The
e nse mble will be t raveling
to Jacksonville, Fla., In Fe bruary 1998.
Chris Weatherly/ The News

The Murray State Symphonic Wind Enscm·
ble will be packing their bags soon for Jack·
sonville, Fla. The ensemble has been selected
to perform at the Convention for the College
Band Director's Association CCBDNA) in Feb·
ruary.
"It is very difficult to be accepted to play,"
said Dennis Johnson, director of bands. "They·
only pick the best, their standards are very
high."
Last spring the ensemble sent the CBDNA a
tape of one of their live performances. It was
then given to a panel of conductors who lis·
tened to all of the tapes submitted and chose
the top six to seven most deserving bands.
The ensemble consists of 45 members, playing woodwinds, brass and percussion.
"I am extremely proud," Johnson said . "I am
also very excited and nervous because a
majority of the audience will be fellow band
directors."
"A lot of people do not know how good Mur·
ray State's music department is, and this
gives us a chance to show them how good we
really are," said Cory Barnfield, sophomore
alto saxophone section leader from Benton, lll.
The University Concert Choir is also making
some plans. Not only are they performing on
campus Oct. 30 in the Performing Arts Hall,
but they are also going on a two-week tour in
May. They will be singing in Germany, Aus·
tria, The Czech Republic a nd Hungry.
The University Concert Choir has 60 members and is the only audition-based choir on
'
campus. 'W"'- _
The group has su ng for the Musical Educa·
tion National Conference, The American
Choral Director 's Association and several
other national and regional conventions.
"Murray State has a nationally recognized
choral program," said Brad Almquist, director
of the University Concert Choir . "I came in
five years ago and have built and continue to
build on that tradition."

LBL promises fright for all
B Y D ENISE H IGGINS
ASSISTANl COLlEGE LitE EollOR

environment and give tips on how to
encourage their habitation in neighborhoods.
For other activities that day, interested
individuals can canoe
across Honker Lake.

Haunting ghost tales and a mysterious
atmosphere will be only a smal1 part of
the celebration of the changing season at
Land Between the Lakes the next few
weekends.
The third annual HOWL-0-WEEN
TRAIL! heralds the return of Halloween
tomorrow night from 6 to 8:30 p.m. On
these guided, lantern tours through the
trails of the Nature Station's backyard,
visitors will meet strange creatures like
Blanche, the black Widow Spider, and
the Old Bat.
Participants will conclude their tour by
roasting marshmallows over a campfire
and scouting for wildlife during a van ride
back to the parking lot. Participants are
Reservations are
encouraged to wear a Halloween costume
required.
or have their faces painted by one of the
Snap Apple Night at The Homeplaceartists at the Nature Station.
1850 salutes Halloween night as well. The
On Saturday, Nature Station staff
evening begins at 6 p.m. at the Home·
members will guide participants of the
place theater, where storyteller and Unithe Fall Bike Ride nlong the paved roads • versity professor Robert Valentine will
near the Nature Station. Reservations
entertain the audience with traditional
and helmets arc required.
' and contemporary ghost stories.
Also on Saturday at 1 p.m., an informaValentine, who has a background in
tive session on bats will teach particitheater, has been telling stories since the
pants about. the benefits of bats to the
late 1970:.. His stoiytelling performances

were recognized in 1985 when he was
m-;ked to'spearhead a storytelling program
nt the National Scouting Museum.
What Valentine enjoys most about storytelling is the audience.
'
"I like seeing the reactions of the audience from the different stories, especially
the children," Valentine said. "In some
cases, especially a student in this part of
the country, it will be the their first
performance. Just to say that, the
influence on an individual who will
be seeing this performance is
important."
Following his performance, visitors can enjoy fortune-telling,
games and refreshments being
served by lantern and candlelight in
the parlor of the Double Pen House.
Around the bonfire outside, ghost stories
and apparitions will join the popcorn popping.
Along with popcorn, coffee and cider
will be available. Guests are advised to
wear warm clothes a nd comfortable shoes.
The evening will end at 8:30p.m.
Admission for some events is $4.50 for
ages 13 and older and $3 for ages 5-12.
For more information on any of the
upcoming events, call 935-2020 weekdays
and (931) 232-6457 on weekends.

Freaker's planners looking to have a ball
BY SHELLEY STREET
STAFF WRITER

Freaker's Ball will be complete this
year with ghosts, ghouls and a hearty
helping of pizza.
Unlike past years, this October the
ball will be held in the Domino's area
of the Stables. Casey Godfrey, vice
president of the Residence College
Association, said the decision was

made following requests by Domino's
for more student involvement in the
area. Also, he said, the association felt
that a more closed-in area, such as the
Stables. would be easier to decorate for
the event.
The ball will be held Oct. 30 from 8
p.m. to 10 p.m. All students are invited
to attend in costume. A disc jockey will
provide music, and refreshments will
be served.

Godfrey said to encourage participa·
tion at the ball, RCA is planning a contest between residence colleges for a
spirit flag. This may take the form of a
contest for best costume or as a prize
for the college with the most members
present in costume.
Godfrey said he hopes Freaker's Ball
will boost the visibility the of RCA on
campus.
"We're trying to become more like

SGA and the other big campus organizations," Godfrey said.
He added that some students had
been concerned ah?ut not knowing who
to contact when they had problems in
the residence halls.
Godfrey said, "We want people to
start r ealizing when you have a pr ob·
lem on the residence side of campus
that RCA should take care of that."
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AAII
Keri Bazzell*
Britta11y Bean
Da11a Bella.ir
Brooke Berryman*
Dana Blankenship
Molly Cochran
Kristen Crew
Amelia Davis*
Leigh An11 Faith*
Jennifer Freeman
Billie Gooder
Kelly Green
Heather Hawkins
Robiu Lasher
Paulette Lohman*
Jill Lowes
Nancy Miles
Ryan Moo.re

AOTI

Keyla Palmer
Donna Parrish
Keely Polcyznski
Jennifer Potter
Lesley Presley
Alison Pryor
Sara Rivers
Angela Roberts*
Stephanie Roberts*
Maggie Sanders
Kim Sutton
Jill Turner
Kristen· Wessell
Amy Wilbanks
Dana·Wiluttd*
]etmy Wood
Julie Woodrome

!iorority Member• Celebrate
Week Of The !icholar
Tile members ofAlpha Gamma Delta, Alph11 Omicron

et, Af!'111 'Siafl~lplta, A~ Delta Pi 1111d Sigm11 Sigm11 Sip11

!,

chapter.~ at Murray State llniversity joined more than 300,000
initiated collegiate members from more than 600 colleges and
unh·ersities in a week long felebration of Women~ scholarship
acltie~·emenLv and academic excellence. Sorority members were
m,ogni;.ed at All Greek Assembly for achieving above the female
undergraduate a••erage on campus. A plaque was also given to
tire .11orarity with the highest GPA for the Spring '97 term.
Saroritie,,. also sponsored a new member study skills
seminar and donated a book on K'Omen ~ i.~sues to the librt1ry as
part ofthe Utek ofthe Scholar. The Panhel/enic Creed b~ins
with the words, ''JJe, the Undergraduate members ofthe women's
fratemities $landfor good scholarship... ," and the Week of the
Scholar is a fine t~tample of the kind of Programming that
encourages member.\ i11 their pursuit of academic excellence.
The Panlrellenic: Scholarship Chair, Emily Shipp, Is quite
proud ofthe aeademic ,achievements of Greek affiliated women.
Many pmgram'S such as the5e described ha•·e underscored the
srw·e....~ story. So, to all !he sororities on tire campus, KEEP UP
1'/11:.' liARD WORK, YOU ALL DID AN AWESOME JOB/
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JJtsqu~··Abernathy~
$~~~t[~a Ba~i~ter'tt
' ,.1;rut..... Benton1.1 ~
Julie Buckman
Carrie Clqyd
Andrea Elliott*
Melissa Harrison
Sherrie Lofton
] anet Mazzochi* ·
Nicole Miesner*
Lindsey Monroe
Stacie Pemberton
Kelly Polivick ~

Amy Ponder*
Leah Prince
Traci Richerson
Tlteresa Sabo
Mandy Schanda
Brook Schorck
Bellinda Sheetz
Christy Sivi a*
Tori Squires
Kristina Tltofnpson
Angela Wilson
Chrishj Wilsou*
Nancy Wilson*

rrliese young women were incfuaed· in tfie tfleans LLH for
tlie Spring 1997 semester.
rr1ie * inaicates tftose 'Who acftievea a 4.0 (jfP.:Jl.

Nichole Cornelius
Paulette Estes
Leslie Fletc1zer*
]aime Gibson
Susan Griffin
Wendy Mays
Stephanie McElya
SJtsan McGregor•
Michelle Miseretzdino*

Samantha Raymen
Michelle Ross*
Renah Rushing
Leigh Ann Shelton
Kortney Strautz
Michelle Taylor
Amber Walker
Melissa Wilson
Leigh Ann Wooley*

\
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Symphony celebrates history
Tan Dun
Tan Dun's Symphony
1997

Takashi lino

Tan Dun composed a symphony to commemorate the
reunification of Hong Kong
with China. He subtitled the
symphony "Heaven Earth
Mankind," referring to his idea
of unity among heaven, earth
and mankind.
The symphony begins with
an amazing sound of a
bianzhong, a huge set of 65
bronze bells. The bianzhong
was buried in the tomb of Marquis Yi ofZeng in 433 B.C.
and was discovered in 1978.
After 2,400 years of silence,
the bianzhong finally rings
again representing history,
while children's soft voices follow to represent the future.
As Tan commented, those
children are the future of
Hong Kong. However, Tan
does not sec {he distinction

between the past and the'
future, but sees time as the
one link. "Everything is a circle," he said.
The symphony expresses not
only the celebration and hope
for the peaceful future of Hong
Kong, but also the history of
mankind filled with war. In
the "Mankind" movements,
lamentation toward war is
noticeable. Although it is hard
to find the tragedy of war from
children's voices, Tan points
out mankind contains war. It
was the war that separated
Hong Kong from China. The
future does not stand as it is
itself. The future is linked to
the present and the past.
Keeping the tragic past in his
mind, Tan expressed the song
of peace for the future.
Since the sound of ancient

The

MusicReoielv

Chinese bells and the Chinese's passion toward Hong
Kong's handover are remarkable, this symphony might be
taken as Tan's personal work.
However, since The Symphony
1997 sings for peace based on
mankind's history filled with
war, it has a universality that
goes beyond Hong Kong's handover.
Tan also shows the personal
and mutual nature of peace
and music by inserting
Beethoven's "Ode to Joy."
How will other musicians
play this symphony? How will
other musicians express the
importance of history, tragedy
of war and hope for peace? Tan
sent out an interesting touchstone.
Tan, born in China in 1956,
has lived in New York since he
moved to study composition in
1986. Recently, he spent his
days composing the successful
"Ghost Opera" in 1994, music

for "Fallen," a Hollywood
movie due out later this year,
and "Marco Polo: An Opera
Within an Opera" for his
exclusive contract with Sony
Classical. Symphony 1997
fully reflects Tan's rich creating days.

Symphony 1997: A·

Top five CDs of the weelc
I. Green Day - Nimrod
2. Gan1 Relat~ • Soundtrodc
3. Muter P .. Ghetto D
~. David Bowie • Euentlol
5. Oasis • 8e Here Now
5. REM EnendaJ • In the Attic

Top

Coun~

COs

I. Georp Strait • Carrylnt
Your love

2. nm MCGraw - Everywhere
3. Hank Williams Jr. • Habib
014 ami New Vol. #5

Week.Abeacl

I
I

Friday, Oct. 24

.Classes dismissed for Fall Break
•Intercollegiate Horse Show: 5 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exp,sitlon Center
•Deadline: Last day to submit application for admission in order o
pre-schedule
I
•Health Services Closed
•

J

Saturday, Oct. 25
•Intercollegiate Horse Show: 9 a.m. at the West Kentucky Exp sition Center
•Marathon: Five kilometer Pumpkin Run and two kilometer Fitness
Walk, 6:30 p.m. in front of the Bank of MarShall County Main Offlt:e,
Benton, Ky.
:
•Recycling: Items to be accepted include all kinds of paper including junk mail, magazines and newspapers, clean glass, plastic and
tin cans, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. In Stewart Stadium parking lot

I

I
I

(

Sunday, Oct. 26
•Daylight Savings Time Ends
•Bible Study: 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship House
•Bible Study: 9:45 a.m. In the lobby of Hlirt COifege

I

I

Il

Monday, Oct. 27

•Billiards Exposition: Paul Gemi and Stetfano Paliga, 7 p.m. lri
the Curris Center Game Room on the first floor of the Curris Center
•Bible Study: 9 p.m. in the lobby of Hart College

,

ruu~~o~.3

•Debate: April Eaton from News Channel 5 In Nashville and the ;
White College Debate Society will debate against Tom Butler from
News Channel 6 in Paducah and the Franklin-Springer Debate ,
Society, 7 to 8:30p.m. in Wrather Museum Auditorium
I
-Recital: Anne Cowherd, soprano, 8 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall
in the Doyle Fine Arts Center

,,

8onnnn1JINJ~

I

Wednesday, Oct. 29

•Worship: 7 p.m. at the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus
I
House
t
-consultation: Danny Thomas, PrudiRtiallnsurance and Financial
Services will be available for University employees to inquire aboUt
tax-deferred annuity. During this time, anyot'!e can obtain Information about any Prudential prodUCt ttwr •
M il'ltetested in pur'{
f
chasing.

1
·

Thursday, Oct. 30

I

-compulilr ClaS...: Internet Basics frOm Ito 3:30 p.m.and
PowerPoint from 4:30 to 6 p.m. in the Lowery Learning Center
-concert: MSU Concert Choir, 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hallj'in
the Doyle Fine Arts Building
electure: Paul Reister, district flahertes ~from the Kentucky
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, WiR be discussing crappie traps, 7:30 p.m. In Room 249 of the ~ Science Building
I
eMeettng: Gamma Beta Phi, 4:30 and 8 ps~n. in the Barkley Room
on the third floor of the Currls Center
I
•TNT-creative Worship: 6 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union
•"Politically Incorrect": Open to all Richmond College resldentsa
8 p.m. in the third floor study lounge of Richmond College

I

I
I

• .A.nd you thou~ht you were having a bad
ha1r day!"

a

is proud to introduce its

2 BIC
WEEKEND$!

Fall 19'97 New Members
Jamie r:Be[{
Ji[[ tRenton
.9l.ntfrea r:Berry
Stacey Cfarf(
Carrie Cfoytf
Lesfie Cool(
Jennifer f})avis
Cfiristy t£tfwards
!J({Ltie f£vrartf
J(f[{y :Je[ts
Martfia :Jraier
Jennifer (jofsen
rrari (jrace
!llsftiey (jraves
Jona :}{edges
Jaime :J{enderson

Heatlier :J{i[[
tJJec{qj :Hubbard
Jll)ny Ju~ennan
Marianna Lane
9{icok Lagman
ilauren Lindsey
easie Mrarsli
'tjessica !l(eynoUfs
Sabrina 9{ustin
"'
fJ'erri Sabo
!llsftiey SR}nner
r:Barbie rrrow6ritfge
Jamie o/auglin
I

Tiffany Weatlierwa~,
Carfa Wiggins
.9l.ngefa WilSon

Oct. 23 · 2S &Oct. 30 · 31
Calloway County
Fairgrounds
Ticket Sales 7• 10:30 p.m.

~ ~ M111i\\ion

ht Gto~v 9.'1" Ct\\:
1Sq·\ \0'1

Hwy. 121 N.
Mrrrly
Proceeds go toward
"A Family Christmas"
project and other Murray
Cytoway County Fair
,_ Jiljects.
IGIN

___

a
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IFC members pitch in to throw out differences
BY SARAH WIGHT
COllEGE LIFE EOITOI

Members of Interfraternity Council hope to
· improve Greek relations with a little bard work hard work in the form of manual labor.
IFC recently unanimously passed a Clean Up proppsal, which formalized a plan to have all the frater,nities come together as a Greek community to do
clean up and repair tasks on campus and in the community as the need arises.
,. "We're trying to get out from all the open/closed
party complaining and squabbling," said Jay
Vaughn, public relations chairperson for IFC. "'We
want to show that we can still get together."
IFC is primarily concentrating on helping sororities right now, Vaughn said, but they are leaving
open the possibility of helping others in the future.
..We are trying to get better Greek relations by
intermixing different fraternities with different
sororities," Vaughn said. "The Greek system is too
segregated. On a whole we need to keep the Greek
system strong. We need to get more involved as
Greeks."

The first project under the new proposal took place
on Oct. 20. Each fraternity was paired up with
another fraternity and assigned to a sorority. The
fraternities were each asked to send five to 10 members to the sorority's house to do any repair or: clean
up tasks that the sorority needed.
· The proposal has received a great deal of support
from the fraternities' members who participated and
from the sororities.
"I think it's a really good program," said Adam
Haines, a member of Alpha Tau Omega who helped
in the Clean Up project. "It takes the focus off competition and brings us all together as Greeks."
Sara Seely, president of Alpha Delta Pi, said her
sorority plans to take full advantage of the fraternities' offer of help.
"We'll have them do whatever improvement projects we can within the limits of our contract with
our landlord," Seely said. "There's a lot that needs to
be done."
"1 think it's going to work out really well," she
added. "I'm really impressed that the fraternities are
trying to make an effort to improve Greek relations
between the two."

Chris Weatherly/The News

As part of a new IFC proposal to do service projects, fraternity members help clean up
the Alpha Sigma Alpha lawn on Monday .

·Environmental fair raises Forum focuses on social decay
awareness of surroundings
1

BY KRISTIN HILL

CON'BIIUTING WRIT£1

BY BRANDl WilliAMS
STAfF WllllR

Many ~le seem to think that getting
,involved in ~b.e .envtronment merely corr
fiista of bu~ recyda'ble paper cups and
not vain« aeroeol hair spray_. However,
workers at the Wfddiffe Mounds
~Center realize how much more
it tabs and are sponaoring the Natural

Environment Fair.
*This fair is important because it is
gOod for us to know what ha8 been done
in the past to the environment, good and
bad," laid Beeky.·Fye. assistant director at
Wickliffe Mounds.
Chrlat.i:De Hallman, a graduate student
from Adaim1le, ,rut be speaking at the
fair about pology ADd earthquakes. She
baa a ~elor'a degree in pology and
.bafJpabAta\~~

•n·

..1~ ia en boaor to be Chosen for et)methinclike this," Ha.llinan said, •1 finally

have an opportunity to teac:b u well u
learn."
Mark Hatfield, sophomore from EJiu.
bethtown, will be condw:Qng a J"'ft'iDtr
on birCis of prey. The wildlife biology
mAjor Will be bringing an owllor his-..
inar and allowing people to ask queatiaa.;
"We use the birds for ed.atioD&l put"!
poses and informational speechea ~
the raptors," Hatfield said.
"' was really glad to do it aDd pleaaad.
that Becky Fye wanted us baek,• Hatfield
said.
The fair will have several other exhibits
and speakers. There will be wildlife biologists, forest technicians, several atudenta
from Center for EnVironmental Educatioll
and .a Native Anlerican storyteller.
"These were stories that ahl!l hu p8WJl
up with and they all have~ to
do~ the earth 8ild •t~.W F;e-~
The fair will be held on October 25-26•
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Have you seen the headlines of
major newspapers in America
lately? Do you question what you
consider good? Do you think it is
hard to maintain traditionally
"good" values because of the
modernization of society?
If you answered yes to any of
those questions, you have been
affected by the erosion of the
social bond. This will be the topic
discussed by Frank Elwell, chairman of the department of sociology, on Oct. 29 at 7 p.m. in room
208 of Faculty Hall.
Elwell's presentation is the
second in this year's Humanistic
Studies College Forum Series.
This year's topic deals with the
social bond in today's society.
"We've had a lot of discussion
about cultural wars in the past
looking at abortion and homosexuality and other issues that
divide us," said Franklin Robinson, chairman of philosophy and

religious studies. "We wanted to
look at what we all have in common. The ways the individual is
responsible to each other and
groups are responsible to each
other. The social tie that binds
us toget~er as people."
To support his hypothesis
Elwell will include information
on the breakdown of family, rising crime rates, the lessening of
social participation, the declining
of career satisfaction and the loss
of confidence in social institutions.
Elwell is currently working on
The Widening Gyre: Structure
and Dynamics of Industrialism,
which illustrates his interest in
American society at the close of
the 20th century.
In addition to Elwell's presentation. Gayne Nerney, associate
professor of philosophy, and
William Schell Jr., associate professor of history, will present
their opinions relating to Elwell's
paper. Together, these readings

-

SERVE •.n SAVE
HOTDOGS

...

and Elwell's opinion will discuss
the problem of social erosion
through three academic viewpoints including sociology, histo·
ry and philosophy.
"We all ask ourselves what is
considered important and how
we can achieve the good," Schell
said. "The decline of family values affects everyone - men
don't know how to adjust lo lhe
changing role of women, women
are trying to balance working
outside and inside the home and
children are .s ubject to socialization.''
The year's first forum event
had overflow attendance and
Robinson expects an even greater
turn out for this event.
"I just hope we have an auditorium big enough," Robinson said.
"These are three of our most popular teachers in the department.
The have all received awards of
excellence in teaching.,,
The event is free and open to
the public.
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SportsBrief'
Women's golf
finishes 7th

OVC streak comes to end

The Murray State women's golf team took seventh at the Bale Chevrolet-Honda Invitational at
the Maumelle Country
Club in Little Rock, Ark.
The Lady Racers finished
the 54-hole event with a
score of 314-313-323 950, 34 strokes behind
host Arkansas-Little Rock.
Mikkl Mcleary paced the
Lady Racers with a threeday total of 231, finishing
IOth overall.
This tournament ended
the fall season for the Lady
Racers. The spring portion
of their schedule begins
March 12, at the Lady
McDonald Classic in Jackson, Miss.

•Football: Saturday's loss
to Eastern pushed the Racers from the top spot in the
conference race and possibly a bid to the playoffs.
Bv EDDIE G RANT
ASSISTANT SPOITS EDITOI

Seth Oi>,on/The News

(Top) Wide receiver Reginald Swinton, senior
from Little Rock, Ark., drops what looks to be a
catchable pass for long yardage In the loss to East·
ern Saturd ay afternoon. (Left) Tackle Rob
Reynolds, senior from Fort Thomas, Ky., receives
a hand to the facemask from a C olonel player.

Gottfried t o speak
at dinner O ct. 30
Murray State men's basketball coach Mark Gottfried will be the featured
speaker at the National
Association of Purchasing
Management of Western
Kentucky's annual dinner
Oct. 30.
Gottfried will speak at
7:30 p.m. in the Activities
Center at Kentucky Dam
Village and it is open to the
public.

1st 2 1id 3rd 4th

EKU
MSU

Foot ball drops
from Top 25
After the loss to Eastern
Kentucky, the foqtball Racers dropped out of the
USA Today top 25 after
previously standing 20th.

Spotl~~ht
Jaso n McKinney,
Sara h Er nst
Jason McKinney and
Sarah Ernst are in this
week's Racer Spotlight.
McKinney, senior from
Georgetown, Ill., led the
Racer cross country team
for the second straight
week in winning the
Southeast Missouri Cross
Country Invitational Saturday. McKinney defeated
Matt Williams of Arkansas
State for the overall title
by 13.5 seconds.
Ernst, sophomore from
Muskego, Wis., had team
high in kills and hitting percentage to lead the Racers
over the Southeast Missouri Othakians. Ernst had
21 kills and a .370 hitting
percentage. The Racers
swept the Othakians for
the first time in team history.

HustleP/a.v
Bills vs. Colts
The Monday night contest between the Buffalo
Bills and the winless Indianapolis Colts marked the
second time in National
Football League history
that each team had no
turnovers and no touchdowns. The Bills defeated
the Colts 9-6 after each
team combined for IS field
goals.
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The weather at kickoff for
Saturday's game against Eastem Kentucky was 55 degrees,
but this wasn't the only number below normal at Roy Stewart Stadium, the Racers' fmal
score was low as well.
The game started out simply
enough. MWTay was unable to
capitalize on their first poses.sion, but a well-kicked punt
placed the ball on the Colonels
own two-yard line.
On the first snap from scrimmage,
EKU
quarterback
Simon Fuentes, handed the
ball to tailback Derick Logan,
who was tackled in the end
zone for a safety.
This was the Racers first and
only lead of the game, as EKU
kicker John Wright nailed a 39yard field goal attempt to give
the Colonels a 3-2lead.
The Racers were unable to
answer on their next posession
and were forced to punt the
ball. This time Eastern took
the ball into the endzone on a
26-yard pass to wide receiver
Bobby Washington. Wright
missed the extra point, which
put the Racers behind by 7.
For the rest of the half, both
teams fought back and forth,
but Murray added six points on
two Rob Hart field goals, one
from 41 yards, the other from
4 7 yards. Hart also missed a
49-yard try in his first attempt
of the day. When both teams
went into the locker room at

Racers sweep Otahkians
•Volleyball: The Murray
State volleyball team swept
the SEMO Otahkians for
the first time ever with the
win Tuesday night.
Bv JASON YATES
STAFF WRITER

Tuesday night the Murray
State volleyball team attempted to break the single game volleyball attendance record
against Southeast Missouri
State. The Racers failed to surpass the attendance record, but
they did manage to break
SEMO's dominance of the Ohio
Valley Conference by defeating
the Otahkians 6-15, 15-11, 159, 16-14 in front of a raucous
crowd of 412 .
SEMO, the four-time defending OVC champions, had a 34game OVC winning streak
snapped on Oct. 2 by the Racers
in Cape Girardeau. The
Otahkians seemed poised to
extract a measure of revenge as

they stormed out of the locker she is able to get over the hitroom and dominated game one ters and make the play."
15-6.
Ernst felt that SEMO was a
With all the hype and antici- good match·up for her to excel
pation surrounding the contest, and provide MSU with the
interim head coach Sarah offense they needed.
Dearworth believes the team
"SEMO was a team that I
might have been too pumped could shine against," Ernst
during the first game.
said. "Krisa (Hoffman) was get"We got so excited with all ting me the ball and we did our
the fans here and our intensity work."
was so high that we could not
The Racers dominated a frusrelax," Dearworth said. "We trated SEMO squad in game
were trying too hard, and it three as Chandra Brashers led
took us awhile to settle down." a balanced attack with seven
MSU <16-7, 10-2) responded kills for the game.
empathically in game two, led
The Otahkians, demonstratby the offensive explosion by ing a champion's heart, would
sophomore Sarah Ernst. Ernst, not go away without a fight as
n middle hitter from Muskego, they held a 14-12 advantage in
Wis., tallied nine of her team- the fourth game. However, with
high 21 kills to light the fire the crowd firmly behind them,
under the Racers which would the Racers regrouped and capburn for the rest of the contest. tured the next four points to
Dearworth snid Ernst's play secure the victory and move
has picked up significantly in into second place in the OVC.
the last few weeks.
Chandra Brashers led the
"Sarah's blocking and hitting defensive attack with a teamhas really improved," Dear- high 23 digs and two blocked
worth said. "Since she is taller, .solos to thwart the Otahkians'

offensive attack.
Kristi Hoffman, a senior from
Dexter, Mo., said defeating
SEMO twice in one year is one
of the greatest feats of her
impressive career.
. "'We have never beaten
SEMO on our home court in the
four years I have been here, so
this is big for our seniors," Hoffman said. "It is one of our top
accomplishments this year and
right now we are on cloud
nine."
MSU will have an entire
week to savor their victory
before returning to Racer
Arena this Tuesday night to
wage war with the TennesseeMartin Skyhawks.
After such an emotional victory, Dearworth believes the
week layoff will benefit her
squad as they prepare for the
stretch run.
"We need the break because
we have been doing volleyball,
volleyball, volleyball and it will
be nice to have a normal life for
a little while,n Dearworth said.

the half, the score stood at 9-8
in favor of EKU.
In the second half, the
Colonels took the ball and
never looked back, scoring a
touchdown on their first posession to bring the score to 17-8
after Wright's extra point.
• Eastern scored another
touchdown and a field goal,
while Murray had their only
touchdown of the game called
back on an unsportsmanlike
conduct penalty.
The final score, 29-8, signaled the end of the Racers 19game OVC winning streak, the
end of a 10-game home winning
streak, and also cost them the
OVC lead.
"We got beat soundly by a
good team," said MSU head
coach Denver Johnson. "We
didn't execute well or control
scrimmage on either side of the
ball."
Johnson knows there is
another chance for his team to
capture the OVC crown, but he'
also knows much has to hap-.
pen.
"I know we need to win three
out," he said, referring to the
team's last three games of the
year. "'We also have to rely on a
little help from other teams .to
win to help get us back to the
top as well."
In this loss to EKU, Johnson
was reminded about one funda-·
mental difference between his
Racers and other conference
I
teams - size.
"'We are not a big football
team," Johnson said. "Games '
like this is where it shows.
When you are on the sidelines
and you look at the two huddles, there is a markable differ- ,
ence, -they are taller and bigger
than we are. This shows what
we have to do in recruiting."

Cross
country
successful
STAff

REPoiT

The Murra7 State cross
CDOntry - - round success

at the Southeast Missouri
Crel8 Country Invitational.
as the men took first place

aDd the women tiniahed eec- •
ond.

J880D McKinney finished
&at overall for the men. as
he &iabed the five-kilom&ter run 13.5 8eCOnda ahead
of Arbnaas State's Matt
Williama.
The,~ won the meet
with an overall total of 23

~ta.

Meanwliile, the women
were paced by Rebekah
Christman, who finished
fourth on the five-kilometer:

course.
•

First-year coaches having mixed resultS·
•If you look around the foot·
ball landscape, both in the college ranks and in the National
7alk~
Football League, there are
many first time head coaches.
All of which are having varying
EDDIE
amounts of success, much like
GRANT
our own Denver Johnson.
So far, in his first stint as a
head coach Johnson hns a
record of 5-3. Under his guidance his team ha~ scored 201 year.
It could be said that Johnson
points, while his defense has
only allowed 132 points. This is is doing well with what he has,
not at all a bad start, especially and is doing b<!tter than some
since Johnson was hired at the other head coaches in the
tail end of the recruiting and league who started with more.
A first-year coach whose
signing period. That he inherited a team that lost numerous team is having success is the
starters due to graduation last Ul)iversity o( Kentucky. Last

Sports

year under Bill Curry the Wildcats finished 4-7. But this year
Hal Mumme and company,
along with quarterback Tim
Couch have a reasonable shot
at a bowl bid.
At the other end of the spectrum there is Bob Davie at
Notre Dame who took over this
storied program from Lou
Holtz. This year the Irish are
having one of their worst years
ever with a record of 2-5 so far.
Looking to the pros there are
also first-year coaches that are
getting mixed reviews and performances. Mter many years of
success Jimmy Johnson, now
head man of the Miami Dolphins, is struggling to produce

a winning season. Also Dave
Wannstadt is in his second year
in Chicago, and this year the
Bears are still looking for their
first win. We can not forget the
lndanapolis Colts who were
just two years ago fighting for
the place in the sun under new
coach Lindy Infante are winless
this year as well.
Then on the positive end of
the spectrum, the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers under second-year
head coach Tony Dungy are one
of the top teams in the NFL.
Also the defending AFC champion New England Patriots,
under the guidance of Pete Carroll are still among the top five
teams in the NFL.

In short to be a first-year
head coach, and have a team
that is a.mong the second or ·
third best in the conference, is
in effect the national average,
and not a bad place to be. We
Racer fans hope that coach •
Johnson will follow in the footsteps of the Pittsburgh Steeler.s
Head Coach Bill Cowher. In~
that despite serious losses du~
to injury and otherwise, John~
son will still continually field P'"'
team that every year be in con-· •
tention for football glory. We
can only hope this will be the
case.

Eddie Grant is the assistant
sports editor of the Murray
.,
State News.
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- PAID SUMMER INTERNSHIPS WITH NO OBLIGATION -SEVERAL OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDING AVIATION AND LAWf

WOULDN'T IT BE GREAT IF...
• YOU WERE GUARANTEED THE CHANCE TO FLY MULTI-MILLION DOLLAR AIRCRAFT?
• YOU WERE PAID $30,000 PER YEAR WHILE YOU LEARNED AND $50k WITHIN 4 YEARS?
• YOU WERE GUARANTEED THESE THINGS WITH THE ONLY COMMITMENT BEING SUMMER
TRAINING AT MARINE CORPS OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL?

THIS OPPO,RTUNITV DOES EXIST!!!
REQUIREMENTS FOR NON- AVIATION

REQUIREMENTS FOR AVIATION GUARANTEE
Freshman thru Graduate - Male or Female

Freshman thru Graduate - Male or Female

Plan to graduate from college before age 27 1/2

Graduate prior to age 30

20/30 or better uncorrected vision

Pass medical screening

Pass our aviation selection test and physical

U.S. Citizen

U.S. Citizen

SOUND INTERESTING??
Call your local Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer,
Captain Burch or Gunnery Sergeant Pipes

1-800-858-4086 or EMAIL

osolvl@aol.com

Sports
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Gottfried, ·Racers ready for OVC title run
•Men's basketball: The getting ready too."
Possibly more intriguing
Murray State Racers prethan the return of Mayes and
pare to defend their second
Townsend are newcomers, such
straight OVC crown.
as 1996 Alabama Mr. BasketBY GREG STARK
SPORTS EDITOR

With basketball season opening at midnight last Saturday
for many college basketball
programs, the expectations for
Murray State to have a topnotch men's basketball program have arrived.
Only this year, the expectations are much higher.
Though the Racers suffered a
major loss with Vincent
Rainey's eligibility ending, the
Racers have plenty of experience from last year's squad.
The return of preseason 1997
Sporting News OVC Player of
the Year De'Teri Mayes and
1997 OVC Tournament Most
Valuable
Player
Chad
Townsend make up what
Athlon magazine touts as the
fifth best starting back court in
Division I basketball
"I'm anxious and excited
about our team," said head
coach Mark Gottfried. "We
have the potential to have a
very good basketball season,
whether we will or not, that's
yet to be seen. I'm excited, and
our players are really excited. I
think that we had to be patient,
waiting on a few of these guys
to get their chance to play. I'm
a realist; I know everyone else
practices,
everyone
else
recruits and everyone else is

ball Issac Spencer, who had to
sit out last season due to Proposition 48 restrictions; as well as
Trinidad imports Marvin Gay
and Duane Virgil. Gay and Virgil transferred from Palm
Beach Community College.
So far, Gottfried said he is
impressed with the effort the
players are putting out.
"I really like our guys," he
said. "I r~ally like being in
practice with them every day.
We have a group of guys that
have a great attitude. We've
had two practices; we've got a
real close unit."
"Obviously the strength of
our team is our guards," Gottfried said. "We have two guys
that started for us as juniors
that were as effective as Chad
. and De'Teri were. That gives
you good reason for optimism
right there. Those two guys are
going to be a big plus to have."
While the guard positions are
set, Gottfried said that the forwards, including newcomers
Spencer, Gay and Virgil will be
more difficult to sort through.
"Our forwards, it's like a beef
stew," he said "There are a
whole bunch of them in there.
Each one of them is a bit different, and they each have a different strength. We'll watch in
the next couple of weeks and
see how our forwards and
inside game emerges. We don't
necessarily have a true center,

Murray State Head
Coach Mark Gottfried
instructs a player by
acting as one In prac·
tlce Monday during
Media Day activities in
Racer Arena. The Racers are favored by The
Sporting News to win
the conference title
again and De'Teri
Hayes Is picked as the
OVC Player of the
Year.
Chris Weatherly/
The News.

but I don't think very many
teams in the United States
have a Lrue center. At the college level, most teams are playing with three fonvards anyway. Some of those may be
interior forwards and some of
thos~ may be peri meter forwards."
Gottfried also said that
returning starter Arnc11 Hamilton may contribute greatly to
the forward position with experience and improvement from
last year.
"It will be a little time before
we figure out who emerges," he
said. "There could be a lot of

ways for those three positions.
Arnell is a returning starter.
He brings a shooting touch we
like to have. He came on at the
end of the year, and he had a
nice finioh. He got some confidence. One thing you can never
underestimate in him is that
he's not the most dominatinglooking player physically."
With many players added to
this year'~ roster, Gottfried can
use many combinations to see
what works best. With a
plethora of forwards, Gottfried
has returning guard Aaron
Page to backup Mayes and
point guard Aubrey Reese to

.
rttt~t.uo~e
MOCCASINS
0

backup Townsend .
"You're sometimes playing
chess a little bit there, trying to
figure out exactly what works
together best," Gottfried said.
"Once you figure that out, hopefully you'll make the right decision to give you the best team
to win."
Overall, Gottfried said he
likes the team's strength and
their quickness.
"I like our team, l like our
speed, I like our athletic ability," he said. "That's one thing
you can't coach. I can help you
a little bit with your shooting, I
can help you a little bit with

some technical things, but I
can't make you quicker."
The Racers will hoat' the
Racer Thanksgiving Classic for
the first time Nov. 28 and 29.
The teams featured in that
event will be MSU, Western
Illinois, Idah9 State and Holy
Cross with semifinals on the
28th, with final and consolation
game on the 29th.
Also, the Racers will play
Michigan in the Puerto Rico
Holiday Classic Dec. 24. That
game will be televised on Fox
Sports South. The Jan. 3 game
at Middle Tennessee will be
televised on ESPN.

. !'~~~~M~
Pick up a fiesta in a bag at your
Murray Taco John's--- 6 crispy tacos &
one pound of delicious potato ole's.

Great for any party!

-

central Shopping center .
753-9697

ulocated directly across from Stewan Stadium"

Seniors

tJinal ~ritfay Movie:
Casper: >1 Spfritetl 'Begt nning
4

7:30p.m. !J{affoween 9-liglit
'Dam ina )s Pt'ua

*'Wear gour
107 N. 12th St.

• Murray State has Pell Grants, Stafford
Loans, Graduate Assi.stantships and
Part-Time student work available to help
finance your graduate degree.
I

Considerir}g t)le fact
that Jesus had llis doubts,
why can't you?

• A low interest Stafford Loan can provide
up to $18,500 per year for graduate study.

2faffaween Costume

*(james after
•
movte

Spansorea 6g

tlie:

To explore the possibilities, contact your
department chair or student financial aid in
Sparks Hall at 762-2546

Alpha Omicron Pi

' &

LAMBD

Carr
En-r~,,~

••,_.,'""""""'""

Co-ed Double

The Episcopal Church
St. John's Episcopal church
_ 1610 Main St. 753-6908
Sundays: The Holy Eucharist 8 & 10:30 a.m.

For More Information Contact
Emily Forbes@ 759-4311
Shawn Smee @ 767-9906

Deadline is Oct. 27
..
_ .::._:--

-
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Spartans, Pats to win...

New track open for business
•KLMS: The new race
track in Calvert City has
garnered a lot of drivers
and fans, but even bigger
plans are laid out for the
future.

until Nov. 1, when they will
close the season with the
$5,000-to-win Commonwealth
Cup '97 for late models.
KLMS General Manager
Richard Cunningham said that
he has been pleased with the
track's performance so far.
"It's been excellent," he said.
Bv GREG STARK
"It
has exceeded our expectaSPORTS EDITOR
tions from the response we
It began as a dream, and it have been getting. Driver
has turned into reality.
involvement has been surpris·
After two years of construc- ing. We've spent a lot of time
tion, moving dirt, building trying to get drivers down."
wa lls , building catchfcncing
Cunningham has already
and building grandstands, as gotten commitments from some
well as s uites and a control of the best dirt late model ractower , Marshall County exca- ers in the country to come and
vator Dwight Greer's dream of run in the season-ending event.
a dirt track is up and running. Marshall Green, who won the
Kentucky Lake Motor Speed- $50,000 Dirt Track World
way opened Oct. 3 to an over- Championship at Pennsboro,
flowing grandstand and a ful1 W. Va., last weekend, has compit area. The track runs UMP mitted to run in the Common·
(United Midwestern Promot- wealth Cup, as well as Rick
ers) Late Models, UMP Modi- Aukland, Steve Francis and
fieds and Pro Stocks.
Tim Hitt - all nationally
Tho track will run Friday known drivers.
nights
next season
but
Plans are also underway for
switched over to Saturday next year's schedule. If the
nights Ocl. 18. They will run schedule materializes the way

it is planned, local racing fans
might see the best late model
and winged sprint racers the
country has to offer many times
next year. Cunningham has
been negotiating with Hav-ATampa and STARS, two of dirt
late models' biggest sanctioning bodies, as well as the AllStar Circuit of Champions.
Cunningham is hoping for two
dates from each sanctioning
body, with a two-day Hav-ATampa s how and a one-day
tour stop for Hav-A-Tampa;
two dates from STARS, including sanctioning of the Commonwealth Cup '98, which
would pay $20,000-to-win; and
two dates from ASCoC.
"I met with Jimmy Mosteller
of Hav-A-Tampa a couple of
weeks ago, and he said that
he'll go along with what we
would want to do," Cunningham said.
However, the keystone event
of KLMS is still under heavy
negotiation - a World of Outlaws sprint-car race on live
national television. TNN (The
Nashville Network) hosts a

Michigan at Michigan
St.

lt's been excellent. It has
exceeded our
expectations
from the
response we
have been getting."

14

.•

jASON YATES

Thi!i game would have been

so much bigger if Northwestern
would have .cooperated last
week and not beaten the Spartans, but don't tell anyone in
the state of Michigan that this
game is not big. Michigan State
has been one of college football's biggest surprises. Michigan
is undefeated and ranked fifth
in the nation. Michigan has
been playing over their heads
this year. and they should get a
healthy dose of reality this
week in East Lansing. •
Yickett's Pick· Michigan St.
24 Michigan 20

-RICHARD CUNNINGHAM

KLMS

Yickett's/.)iul?s

GENERAL MANAGER

weekly live racing series titled
"Motor Madness," which features, aside from sprint-car
racing, monster trucks, demolition derbies and the like. Cunningham said that the alliance
of a sprint-car race at KLMS on
TNN would be natural because
of the relatively short distance
of the track from Nashville.
"What we're basing it on is
the production cost of TNN
coming to KLMS," he said. "We
have a great race track, a nice
fan base and good lighting."

New England at Green
B ay

·COLLEGE·
GEORGIA 34

Kentucky 30

LOUISVILLE 24

Houston 1 ..;
OLE HISS 17

Alab;ama 23
SOUTH CAROLINA 20

Auburn 27
Purdue ll

Va,,~rbolr

13

ARKANSAS 14
ILLINOIS 9•

NOTRE DAME 24

Boston Colllllfe 7

Kansas St. 27

OKLAHOMA 20
TEXAS .j_~ '

Color:~do 21

OHIOST H
Virainla Tech 2)
WASHINGTON ST. l I
Rorlda St. 41

Northwes~~n I 3
W£ST VIRGINIA 13
Ari%0N 17
VIRGINIA [~ 1

·NFL·
Dallas :24
OenYer 23
San f nnc!Jco 28
Kans:u Oty 24
WASHINGTON 27
t11MeSOa 21
NYGIANTSll
HIAMilO
PITTSBURGH 2l
Oallland 24
SAN DIEG024

I

PHILADELPHIA 16 ,
8l)FfA1.0 6

NEW ORLEANS 10

ST LOUIS9
Baltimore ~l
TAMPA BAY IJ
Ondnn:ul l l
O>la&o 14

jacksonville 17
SEATTU 1'1
lndbnapolis 12•

ARIZONAll

Tennessee 13

Adana 21
Monday night will feature a CAI\OLINA 26
rematch of last year's Super 0 but have dropped two of
Bowl. Two weeks ago, the three, falling on the road to
defending champs from Green Denver and the Jets. Unless
Bay narrowly escaped the win- Desmond Howard finds his
less Bears 24-23. The Packers ·back into a Packer uniform: I
have looked mortal this year can not see a repeat of ~ast
and are arguably only the third year's finale.
best team in tlieir own division. Yickett's Pick· New EngThe Pats started the season 4- land 27 Green Bay 16
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• Fabulous earnings

+ Port lime job
+ Choose your own hours
+ 8·10 hour$ per week
American Passage Medio, Inc.
Compus Rep ~rogrom
Seattle, WA

800-481-2434 Ext. 4444 .

Inc. for <:lie< Info. H!O.).()S4-t966

CAMPUS REP
WANTED
The nation·s leader In eollegt markeling
is seeking an energetic. entrepreneurial
student for lhe posllion of campus rep.
No sales Involved PIIC8 advertising on
bulletin boards tor companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great par1·time job earnings. Choose
your own hours; 4·8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media. Inc
100 West Harrison 51. Suite 5·150
Seattle, WA 98119
800 487-2434 Ell. 4444

~um•unt.k"tl

A UI'Alfnl11. CIIAPFI. \lil'DOII'\G • an
the .~m"kY MuwU;Un,, GJrhnburg's l.allle

The notion's leoder in collage
marketing h seeking on energflic,
enlrepreneuriol $ludent for theposition of compu' rep. No sole~
involved. Place odverti~ing on
bulletin boords for componies such'
as American Expren, Ml'""'·•~>lt
and Columbia Hou$6,

N EWS

Place your
closslfied ods
between 11:30
and 12:30
every Tuesday for
the rest of the
semester for only
15¢ per word!!
Offer only good tor MSU
students and

orgontzatlons

Amy Speight - Stylist
Amber Brien - Nail Tech
Aleisha Fritts • Stylist

Tangles
Hair & Nails

OFF WITH MSU 1.0.

Cuts-Perms-Highlights-Acrylic
Enhancements-ManicuresPedicures
1608 N. 121 Bypass
Murra

DIETS
HERBS
VITAMINS
EAS

SPORTS NUTRITION
DESIGNER PROTEIN
759-2369

C6ina

~ou.se

"Murray's Largest Buffet" -- 30 Items

Bring this ad in for a FREE
iced tea with buffet!
~ Buffet served 7 days a week.
~

10°/o Discount with MSU student J.D.
• Carry-out available ·Catering •
Gift Certificates ·Banquet Room

406 N. 12th St.
N.ext to Pizza Hut
759-2348

,
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Hours:

sunday-Thursday
11 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Friday & saturday
11 a.m.- 10:30 p.m.
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STATUE

TUITION

Benchmark Institutions

Continued from Page 1

The following are the schools used by the Council on
Postsecondary Education to compare with Kentucky schools
as part of the formula for figuring changes in tuition.

capita income.
Earwood explained the
tuition system is based on a
group of benchmark institutions selected by the council in
the late 1970s. He said the
BSBP was asking for a review
because of the outdating of the
current system.
"I do not agree with setting
tuition compared to other
benchmark institutions because
that's an arbitrary system," he
said. "There is no one authority
that should be able to decide
which institutions are comparable with those in Kentucky. I
asked that instead of tuition
. being set to benchmark institutions, we need to develop a formula that is not arbitrary and
has fiscal and economic rationale. With this I suggested we
compare some of the surrounding states per capita personal
income average by incorporating an economic percentage.
"With the implementation of
House Bill 1, the governor is
asking for a total restructuring
of our higher education system.
Since tuition is a m~or factor in
higher education, it should also
be looked at for a reconstruction. Kentucky on the whole is a
low tuition state for public institutions. I asked that we continue the trend of keeping tuition
low, because it is a m~or selling

Kent State University
Marshall University
Memphis State University
Miami University
Middle Tennessee State University
Northeast Missouri State University
Northwest Missouri State University
Ohio University
Old Dominion University
Radford University
Southeast Missouri State University
Southwest Missouri State University
Tennessee Technological University
Westem Carolina University
Westem Illinois University
Wright State University

University of Kentucky
Indiana University
North Carolina State University
Ohio State University
Purdue University
University of Illinois
University of Mlssouri·Columbla
University of North Carolina
University of Tennessee
University of Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
West Virginia University

Unlveralty of Loulavllle
Georgia State University
University of Missouri-Kansas City
University of Akron
University of Cincinnati
University of Toledo
University of Houston
VIrginia Commonwealth University

UK Community College System
Cleveland State Community
College
Columbia State Community College
Dyersburg State Community College
Illinois Eastem Community Colleges
Isothermal Community College
Jackson State Community College
Mineral Area College
Read Lake College
Roctdngham Community College
Sinclair Community College
Southeastem Illinois College
Three Rivers Community College
Vincennes University
Virginia Community College System

Regional Untv....ttiH
Appalachian State University
Austin Peay University
Ball State University
Central State University
Cleveland State University
East Carolina University
East Tennessee State University
Eastem Illinois University
Illinois State University
Indiana State University
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this.
short left leg." said Lovett. "As
"When I asked the university I was looking at the statue I
Continued from Page 1
to send me a copy of the diplo- thought 'good gracious how did
rian which eventually led to his ma, they sent me a current he show that the left leg was
selection as the biographer of copy. I guess they didn't have short?' And he also has the
in their files, a copy of the cane on there," he said.
George C. Marsha11.
Another detail Lovett noticed
Breathitt said the purpose diploma from that time in Murfor including both Wells and ray State's history," said was that · the glasses on the ·
Pogue in the sculpture was to Breathitt. "Also, it was my own statue are the same as Wells
way of thanking them for giv- had worn all through the years.
capture "a moment."
He said the great detail of the
"The most important aspect ing me this project."
Sid Easley, one of the people statue was superb.
of representational art is
President Alexander was pretelling a story, capturing the responsible for the statue, said
·
sent at the ceremony to accept
essence of who that person it overwhelmed him.
"I am overwhelmed by the the statue on behalf of Murray
was," Breathitt said.
'
beauty
of the statue and the State.
"I wanted to catch a moment,
"Its a great statue and a
a reflective moment, just before talent ofMr. Breathitt in develgreat work of art," Alexander
graduation. So I thought it oping it," Easley said.
Easley went on to say that 'said. "This (statue) is the eviappropriate to have a diploma
in his hand. I wanted to cap- spirit of the day and the setting dence of his (Ed T. Breathitt
ture that moment in his history of monument was a moving III) emerging greatness as a
when he came forward to moment in the history of the master sculptor," he said. "I
want to express our apprecia·
reward the students for their university.
John D. Lovett spoke about tion to the Lovett family and to
hard work," he said.
Looking closely at the diplo- the memories of his grandfa- Sid Easley, who worked so hard
ma on the statue, observers ther. He felt that the statue for managing this effort and
will notice that it is a replica of was an excellent representa- bringing it all together."
Funding for the statue was
the current diploma that is tion of him.
"We think my grand dad had raised by members of the
signed by Sid Easley and President
Kern
Alexander. polio as a child, which was com- Lovett family, Board of Regents
Breathitt had two reasons for mon prior to 1957. He had a and other contributors.

tion he may eventually face.
He is also president of the
Murray-Galloway County EcoC.D. Bradley/Editor-in-Chief Continued from Page I
nomic Development Corporapoint for attracting students."
ter for the next two years. The
Under the most popular plan, other regional universities, like was going to run for the seat, tion.
Buckingham graduated from
tuition at the research universi- MSU, would have increases of but with the death of Sen. Jeff
ties, the University of Louisville $60 per semester the first year Green, Jackson decided to run Murray High School in 1955.
He has a bachelors degree in
and the University of Kentucky, and $50 per semester the sec- for that office.
In Buckingham's job with business administration from
would increase $140 per semes- ond.
the University as the legisla- MSU.
tive liaison, he keeps in close
The primary will be held in
contact
with
Frankfort
and
the
May
1998. and the general
Watch your profits start dropping in when you
General Assembly, which may election will be held in Novemadvertise in The Murray State News.
give him a leg up on competi- ber of 1998.
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LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear
901-247-5798
So
no minors after 9:30 .m. ·

Discount Pharmacy
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This Message Will Make You Pucker.
0

Tireless in getting the
news for you.

Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

Have A

Sunset Boulevard Music

Great

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!!!
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
753-0113

HAIR

SAlOn

s 1 DO Off

1415 Main Street
753-4700

Any Ca••et:t:e Tapet

$2 Off with LDM card

TheMurrag

-

Your ~LPINE.

Off

Any Compact: Dl•ct
Expires Nov. 7

c larion·

Next to Matt B's

Si!DD

,,. ~ibsqaa;

Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation

'Coupon good t-rdll pure h... of reguler prl~d merchandise only, not V811d In combiMtlon with any ot!Mf apeclala, dlscounte or otfars
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OCTOBER SPECIALS
Pentium MMX Systems
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"Kiaa The Girl•"
(R)

Printers:

4<1 Know What You
Did Last Summer"

Epson St,U Colo' 600 $335"

Pentium 150 Starter System
Ire! PdiD 150 •Asus Vf97 al • fl'ii.M case
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